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icific battles hate crimes during Pride Week
^-Straight Alliance moves in a positive direction
Krieger said, "The main thing
the rally did was encouraged
people to keep talking about
this and to reach out to oth
On Monday, April 8, the
ers for support. [Pride Week]
ic Gay-Straight Alliance
made us stronger. It gave us a
ISA), began 2002 Pride
real reason to get together
Yeek, however, when the
and it brought in a lot of out
lib wanted to start the week
side support."
ith a flag raising ceremony,
Encouragement was pre
ie\7 realized their rainbow
sent
from the entire Pacific
' ag was missing.
community, as students, fac
When I discovered the
ulty, administrators and
ag was missing, I was really
Stockton community mem
^appointed thatIwent to a
bers gathered to protest
100I where people thought
against hate crimes. Many
was okay to do something
rally attendees signed PGSA's,
e this," said PGSA Execu
"I pledge to speak out against
te Officer, Jessica Wilson.
hate" poster.
PGSA immediately began
"I am glad the campus is so
iging up flyers and asking
supportive of PSGA, as was
: any information regardshown in the rally. They are
I; the flag's whereabouts,
giving us encouragement to
rvertheless, PGSA contindo what we are doing and to
I d Pride Week on Tuesday,
do it well," said PGSA Execu
in the film, "If these walls
uld talk 2" in the Grace
tive Officer, Marco Alarcon.
ell Lounge.
Krieger received countless
Wednesday morning, a
applause, as she performed a
ISA member received an
song she had written for the
[aonymous message on her
event called, "Even Dogs and
iswering machine, revealKids." Rally attendees sang
5g the flag's location. PGSA
along with the chorus, "I
know even dogs
and kids already
know where they
can piss. I know
even dogs and kids
already
know
where they can
piss. Maybe you
were trying to tell
us we are not want
ed here. Lesbian,
gay,
bi,
trans,
straight allies or
queer. You took our
flag to make us in
visible. And when
you did 200 more
went
up,
now
who's the fool?"
Krieger then gave
Photo by Natale Goriel
, -t Thursday, PGSA held a rally against hate crimes. Above, stu-ts gathered to listen and applaud PGSA speakers at Pacific hour.
PGSA see page 3
1BER PROCHASKA
Editor

soon discovered the defaced
flag in The Summit's male restroom, urinated on.
PGSA Executive Member,
Janelle Hodson said, "My first
reaction when I found out
that the flag was back was,
'thank god it is back,' how
ever when I found out that it
was urinated on, I was very
hurt and rather angry."
In addition, PGSA discov
ered the spirit rocks, which
were initially painted with
the rainbow flag, were van
dalized with the phrase,
"Straight pride." Fear swept
across PGSA members as they
felt that they were the victims
of a hate-crime.
"When a flag, a symbol of
pride and safety, is taken
away and then returned, it is
a prank. But when a flag is
taken and urinated on, it is a
hate-crime. There is no doubt
in my mind that this is a hate
crime," said Hodson.
On Thursday, PGSA hosted
a rally against hate-crimes in
the McCaffrey Center.
PGSA Advisor, Cynthia

Photo by Natale Goriel

Last Thursday, Cynthia Krieger performed at PGSA's rally.

Letter from DeRosa
campus with the tragic deaths
of two of our students and the
This week, our university ex fire in Grace Covell. I have
perienced acts that are an af been so proud of how our stu
front to all who consider them dents supportedone another in
selves members of the Pacific the spirit of what it means to be
community. These demonstra a Pacifican.
Ihope, at this time, we will
tions of intolerance are hurtful,
not only to gays and lesbians, all show our support for one
but to all of us that seek a better another and especially our
world, a world where respect brothers and sisters that are gay
for every individual is at the or lesbian. Let usmove forward
from this time further commit
core of our values.
This academic year has been ted to the values that have
one where we, as a community, made Pacific a great University
have been challenged by ad and supportive community.
Sincerely,
versity. It began with the hor
Donald V. DeRosa
rific events of September 11,
President
2001 and continued here on
To the Pacific Community,

Letter from the PGSA
This letter is to say thank
you to all that participated in
last Thursday's rally. We truly
appreciate you coming out and
showing that you firmly stand
against the hate crimes that
have occurred on our campus.
We will not tolerate the acts
of hate against fellow friends
and classmates. Thank you for
showing us that you care about

what happens at this universi
ty. We would like to give an ex
tra special thank you to those
who spoke in the rally, all of
the groups that supported us
and to the incredibly thought
ful person who made the club
a new flag.
Sincerely,
The Pacific
LMir CfTiJnrVif

A lliianrp
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K-PAC presented "Dunk a DJ"

Pacifican looking
for fall 2002 staff
BY ANNE FUGLEI
Staff Writer

Photo by Natale Goriel

K-PAC students proudly gather for a picture after their "Dunk a DJ ' event last Thursday.

The athletic department sent
over a bunch of students and
coaches to participate. It was
a great party for the K-PAC
staff," said Dr. Alan Ray, KPAC faculty advisor.
K-PAC Station Manager
Damion Martin was also,
"pleased with the way that
the day's event unfolded and
is happy to see support from
all of the various clubs around
campus."
Martin was also quick to
thank ASUOP for providing
the resources in order to bring
K-PAC back to Pacific. K-PAC
radio shows can be heard dai
ly-

BY GEORGETTE RODARAKIS
Staff Writer

On Thursday, April 11, Pa
cific's K-PAC radio station
held a promotional, "Dunk a
DJ" rally in the McCaffrey
Center. The event included
free pizza, raffling of gift cer
tificates, K-PAC paraphernalia
(created by Pacific's very own
Martin Crownover) and the
opportunity to dunk a K-PAC
DJ.
"I thought the K-PAC
'Dunk a DJ' event was fantas
tic. [K-PAC] gave out close to
100 t-shirts and over 200
bumper stickers and cups.

ACCU

r.

Thursday

Ray said, "I really enjoy the
new energy that students are
bringing to their shows. Most
are taking this very seriously
and are having fun at the
same time."
K-PAC has many plans for
the fall semester 2002. K-PAC
has received permission to
broadcast within a greater re
gion of Stockton and hopes to
bring in a live picture as well.
If anyone is interested in
becoming a DJ for K-PAC,
contact Ray or Martin at the
K-PAC station in the commu
nication department at 9462808 or visit K-PAC online at
kpac@uop.edu.

7-day forecast for Stockton

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

AccuWeather.eom
Tuesday

Partly sunny,
breezy and cool.

Partly sunny,
breezy and cool.

Sunny and
pleasant.

Sunny and nice.

Mostly sunny.

Mostly sunny.

Partly sunny.

66744°

70744°

74744°

74744°

74742°

76744°

76744°

City

Alturas
Bakersfield
Barstow
Bishop
Eureka
Fresno
Lancaster
Long Beach
Los Angeles
Maryville
Monterey
Needles
Oakland
Ontario
Palm Springs
Paso Robles
Red Bluff
Sacramento
Salinas
San Diego
San Francisco
San Gabriel
San Jose
Santa Barbara
Santa Cruz
Torrancr
Yosemite Valley
Yreka
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70
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80
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70
71
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67
68
62
64
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48
48
34
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47
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52
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48
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53
48
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54
40
50
46
45
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48
53
46
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46
51
35
38
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Weather (W): s-surmy; pc-partly cloudy: c-doudy; sh-showers; t-thunderstorms; r-rain; sf-snow flurries;
sn-snow; i-ice.

SUN
Rise

Thur.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
Mon.
Tues.
Wed.

6:26 a.m.
6:25 a.m.
6:23 a.m.
6:22 a.m.
6:21 a.m.
6:19 a.m.
6:18 a.m.

Sunrise

MOON
Set

7:44 p.m.
7:44 p.m.
7:45 p.m.
7:46 p.m.
7:47 p.m.
7:48 p.m.
7:49 p.m.

Sunset

All maps and forecasts
provided by
AccuWeather, Inc. ©2002

Weather History
Over two dozen tornadoes
occurred in the midsection of
the nation on April 18, 1880,
causing $1 million damage
and 65 deaths in Marshfield,
Mo.

Rise

Set

Thur. 10:22 a.m. 12:47 a.m.
Fri.
1:44 a.m.
11:19 a.m.
Sat: 12124 p.m.
2:36 a.m.
Sun.
1:34 p.m.
3:22 a.m.
2:46 p.m. 4:03 a.m.
Mon.
Tues. 3:59 p.m. 4:39 a.m.
Wed. 5:13 p.m. 5:12 a.m.

First

Full

Apr 20

Apr 26

Last

New

May 4

May 12

Today's RealFeel Temp
8 a.m.
Noon
4 p.m.
8 p.m.

RECRUITING see page 5

Public Safety Report
March 27-April 2, 2002-Prepared by Jerry L. Houston

Wednesday

<•8

Regional Cities

In one of the nations
oldest weekly newspapers,
many students seem to be
flourishing and are enjoy
ing writing for The Pacifi
can.
However, The Pacifican
is in search of new talent
to bring to the table for
next year.
Section editors of The
Pacifican are looking for
new writers, as well as an
Editor-in-Chief for the
2002-2003 school year.
This position does require
experience, but staff writer
qualifications consist of
whoever may be interest
ed in gaining some experi
ence.
Current Editor-in-Chief,
Natale Goriel, said, "It is
really easy to become a
writer for The Pacifican.
You attend one meeting a
week with your editor,
which will only last about
15 minutes. You then email your article as an at
tachment. It is definitely a

great way to gain experi
ence and meet new peo
ple."
An additional positive
aspect is that you can earn
some money on the side.
Any student writing for
The Pacifican receives
$13.50 per article. This
compensation is based on
two hours per article at
minimum wage.
Work-study
and
practicum students are
also welcome to apply for
The Pacifican. Communi
cation and business
practicum students can
even receive units.
Although there is an
abundance of communi
cation majors writing for
The Pacifican, all majors
are welcome to apply. In
fact, Marie Kalmantis, cur
rent A&E Co-editor, is ma
joring in psychology.
Current Mananging Ed
itor, Kristine Nethers said,
"I am a history major and
I have been able to be both
a writer and editor for the

46°
57°
62°
54°

RealFeel Temperature™: A com
posite of the effects of temperature,
wind, humidity, sunshine intensity,
cloudiness, precipitation, and ele
vation on the human body.

Where
Ritter House
Lot #7 (behind fraternities)

Vandalism
When
March 30
April 15

What
Broken sprinklers
Broken windshield

Where
Eiselen House
Field House

Theft
When
March 27
March 30

Loss
Wallet
Stop signs

Where
Lot#1 (by Stagg Stadium)
Lot #6 (by Carter House)

Buralarv
When
March 29
April 2

Loss
Attempt only (no loss)
No known loss

Where
Townhouse Complex

Miscellaneous
When
March 31

What
Party shut down

Did you know?
During this period of time, Public Safety officers provided 56 hours of foot
patrol, found 37 open windows/doors (two were propped open),
provided eight escorts, assisted five stranded motorists and
interviewed 18 suspicious persons.
If you have any inquires about any of the information provided in this re
port, you are encouraged to contact Jerry L. Houston, associate
director of Public Safety at 946-2537 or extension 2537 from campus
phones. You may also call anonymously to report any suspicious
circumstances or persons.
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' 1MBA program awards Lester
Jenkins a student scholarship
BY MARC ROWE
yjff Writer

Pacific's MBA program has
imed Lester Jenkins, Jr. as
:he recipient of the William
G McGowan Scholarship.
~he scholarship covers the
;ast of a complete year of
graduate studies in a MBA
program. Jenkins was select
ed based on his outstanding
academic achievement, as
•veil as his leadership ability
and involvement on campus
and in the community.
Jenkins is a graduate of Pa
cific's engineering manage
ment program, with a bache
lor's in civil engineering. In
addition to his outstanding
performance on campus,
enkins has started his own
computer services firm and
erved as an intern with the
Central Intelligence Agency,
where he received an excep
tional performance award.
This scholarship recognizes
the spirit of innovation and
entrepreneurial potential in
lonor of William McGowen.
IcGowan was the founder
and chairman of MCI and
vas largely responsible for
the deregulation of phone

companies that allowed mod
ern inexpensive telecommu
nications in the United
States.
While being named the
McGowan scholar is a tri
umph for Jenkins, earning
the right to grant the scholar
ship is a triumph for Pacific.
John Pfaff, the director of Pa
cific's MBA program said, "It
is the first year Pacific has
been granted the opportunity
to give the scholarship. The
school has to apply for the
privilege and that process
took good, hard work from
many people to complete, es
pecially from the school's de
velopment office."
The scholarship is only
granted to a few business
schools across the country. To
be chosen, schools must ap
ply for the scholarship and
prove that their program is
worthy.
Receiving scholarships and
increased funding for Pacific's
MBA program has been a
prime goal of Pfaff. "The MBA
program is always looking for
more support for its stu
dents," said Pfaff.
As for the McGowan schol
arship, Pfaff said, "We now

have the McGowan scholar
ship and we plan to remain
eligible in order to give this
great opportunity to future
students."
By awarding this program,
Pacific has been recognized
for its good reputation. "Oth
er foundations will see Pacif
ic's achievement and hope
fully be encouraged to invest
in our students," said Pfaff.
"This will lead to the schol
arships the MBA program is
pushing for."
New scholarships, such as
the McGowan, are perfect
compliments to the new pro
grams that have been imple
mented for the MBA.
Pfaff said, "With the addi
tion of our finance and mar
keting degrees, we have seen
a 100 percent increase in ap
plications."
The scholarships will go
well with this increase in ap
plicants because as Pfaff said,
"Scholarships and funding
for students will not only at
tract more students to apply
tg the university, it will make
the excellent students choose
Pacific over the competi
tion."

PGSA from page
i speech and said, "I'm not
^oing to stop loving who I
I ove and most of all, I am not
sOing to terrorize people who
disagree with me."
Chants lead by Pacific
IChaplain, Joy Preisser, and
Speeches given by; Janelle
Irlodson, Brian Neighberger,
Jessica Wilson, Dorwenda
Bvnum-Lewisgave, Dr. CynJrhia Dobbs, Dr. Jerry Hewitt,
Dr. Caroline Cox and the Vice
'President of Student Life, Dr.
julie Sina, gave PGSA's rally a
positive feel. Moreover, PGSA
vas given a hand-made rainLow flag by an anonymous
'friend."
"We made a connection
.ith the Stockton communiIty and with the people with
in the university. There was
incredible support at the ralv. [Pride Week] has made
PGSA members want to do
Jmore. It has made them realI ze that everything we do is
mportant," said Krieger.
"Overall, I look back on
nis as a positive experience.
- i0t of people came and the
jag that our, 'friend' made

was amazing," said Wilson.
Pride Week came to an end
last Saturday, April 13, with
PGSA's Gender Bender Din
ner in the Grace Covell Din
ing Hall.
Pacific's Office of Student
Life has been working very
closely with PGSA, in order to
establish some sort of contin
uing education. Eventually,
PGSA and The Office of Stu
dent Life want to create a
LGBT Center on the Pacific
campus.
"The Provost met with a
group of students from PGSA.
I feel [The Office of Student
Life] is working to do a lot.
Probably more than people
see," said Krieger.
Although Sina refused to
label the act as a hate-crime,
Sina told The Record, "The re
ality is we have a group of
people that, for them, it feels
like a hate crime. That's how
we have to respond."
After reading Sina's com
ment in The Record, Hodson
said, "I understand [Sina's]
position and that she is aware
of many different things; but,

in my opinion, and without a
doubt, this is a hate-crime.
[PGSA's] whole reason is to
work against hate-crimes.
This spoke out against people
everywhere. We should now
speak out and say, 'its okay to'
be gay.'"
Wilson agrees, "As of now,
I am only disappointed that
they are reluctant to call this
a hate crime. It is saddening
that people had to interfere
with the sense of security we
once had on this campus."
Prior to Pride Week, PGSA
members celebrated "Nation
al Day of Silence," by not
talking from 8 a.m. until 5
p.m. and by gathering in the
McCaffrey
Center
on
Wednesday, April 3, from 11
a.m. until 3 p.m.
"['National Day of Silence']
is one of our most known
events. I am glad we had a lot
of participation and that it
went smoothly. This is my
third ['National Day of Si
lence'] and I think it was the
best one PGSA has ever had,"
said Alarcon.

Faculty Profile
Dr. Muskal: Happy at Pacific
BY ALEX WAGNER

tions for teaching, social
scientific thinking, admin
istration for higher educa
Dr. Fred Muskal has been tion and social class effects
a professor of education at on learning.
Pacific for 32 years because
In the classroom, Muskal
as he says, "I enjoy the in follows the social psychol
tellectual stink of learn ogy theories of G.H. Mead.
ing."
He states that Mead's theo
With a bachelor, master ries give him the base to,
and doctoral degree in the "conceptualize teaching
field of education, he is and reflective practice, in
very familiar with the con a manner that communi
cepts of learning.
cates and helps students
Muskal received his B.A. develop their own philoso
and M.A. in elementary ed phy of teaching."
ucation at Roosevelt Uni
Muskal is also very inter
versity in Chicago. As an ested in the Dreyfus Stud
undergraduate student, he ies, which discusses how
was not sure what he want the human mind differs
ed to study and was a se from computers, and con
mester away from four dif tains a model designed to
His help train people about
ferent majors.
involvement in the Civil what to expect when learn
Rights Movement is what ing. If all goes as planned,
finally pushed him into Muskal hopes to be in
the education field.
volved in the research of
BelievDreyfus' Model
ing that,
at UC Berkeley
"educa
and wants to
The beauty of Pa
tion is a
cific is that it offers be able to in
field that
corporate these
enough diversity
can really
studies into his
change
own teachings.
for the ability to
people's
Aside from
change your pro
lives,"
his work at Pa
fession many times cific, Muskal
Muskal
decided to
/ / spends a great
become a teacher.
portion of his personal life
After finishing his un working with his wife in
dergraduate
studies, writing reports regarding
Muskal taught in both ele education for disabled stu
mentary and junior high dents.
schools in Chicago. While
He also finds time to
teaching, he felt he did not spend with his two chil
have enough knowledge dren and his books.
about teaching children
Besides the possibility of
from lower income fami retirement in a few years,
lies. Muskal then went Muskal has no plans to
back to Roosevelt Universi leave. He believes one can
ty to obtain his masters never get tired of a place
and shortly after, his doc like Pacific.
torate from the University
Muskal said, "The beau
of Chicago. At that point ty of Pacific is that it offers
in his life, his goal was to, enough diversity for the
"turn kids on learning and ability to change your pro
get them into college."
fession many times."
Impressed by the general
The flexibility of the
education, small doctoral campus, toppled with his
and teaching training pro love of the classroom, is
grams, Muskal decided to likely to keep Muskal here
bring his teaching exper for a long time.
tise to Pacific in 1970.
At Pacific, Muskal teach
*Some contributions in
es a variety of courses in ed this article were made by
ucation, such as: founda Stacey Swofford.
Staff Writer

u
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Conference addresses gender and racial issues
BY JEANINE TURELL
Guest Writer

On Friday, April 5, five Pa
cific students, Thiravuth
Peang, Shalisha Rucker, Ed
die Richardson, Sarah Pooner
and myself, had the opportu
nity to attend the sixth an
nual Pan Collegiate Confer
ence on the Mixed Race
Experience: Strengthening
the Spectrum of Multicultur
al Realities at Smith College
in Northamton, Mass.
The Community Involve
ment Program (CIP), the
Multicultural Affairs Office,
ASUOP and the School of In
ternational Studies sent stu
dents to the conference be
cause of issues affecting
multiracial, multiethnic,
multicultural communities
and interracial couples.
This conference helped
students understand the im
portance of being allowed to
identify with more than one

race.
The conference addressed
the issue that our society
does not like racial ambigui
ty. In general, people want
to be able to merely look at
someone and know what
race they belong to. Howev
er, imagine what it would be
like to have to deny part of
your heritage every day. This
affects many people, not just
someone whom is of mixed
heritage themselves, but all
interracial couples, as well as
trans-racial adoptees.
According to Jane A.
Chiong's 1998 book, "Racial
Categorization of Multiracial
Children in Schools," it was
not until 1967 that the U.S.
Supreme Court, in Loving vs.
Virginia, finally declared
anti-miscegenation laws as
unconstitutional.
Many people, who now
have an interracial relation
ship, would have broken the
law 35 years ago. In a state as
diverse as Calif., the number

of people these groups en
compass will continue to
grow.
Issue five of MAVIN maga
zine informs that the 2000
U.S. Census counted over 6.8
million Americans identify
ing as multiracial. About 25
percent of all people identi
fying themselves as multira
cial live in Calif. In fact, Cen
tral Calif, had the West
Coast's highest multiracial
populations, with over six
percent of respondents
checking more than one race
right here in San Joaquin
County.
The issue of bone marrow
transplants was a topic ad
dressed at the conference.
When someone needs bone
marrow to save their life,
they have the best chance of
finding a match with some
one of their own race. Each
race has a different type of
antigens and you get 50 per
cent of them from each par
ent.

Antigens are like a marker
in your DNA and doctors
look for a six-out-of-six
match to pair donors and re
cipients. Because there are
thousands of possible combi
nations, most people only
find four or five possible
matches, even out of mil
lions of donors.
Minorities and mixed race
people are grossly underrepresented in the donor pool,
which could eventually lead
to many unnecessary deaths.
Interracial couples have be
come more common over
the last 20 years. It was ex
tremely rare to see interracial
couples before then.
Pacific's generation en
compasses the multiracial
baby boom, meaning this
generation is the first to real
ly face the issues that come
with having more than one
racial identity. However, our
generation also has the tools
to solve this problem:
through education and

awareness.
Next fall, there will be ^
club on the Pacific campu s
that focuses on learning
about mixed race experi
ences. It will be a place where
students can bridge the gaps
between cultures and share
the common experience of
identifying with more than
one race or culture.
With
education
and
awareness, people can learn
that there are millions of
multiracial Americans, and
this number will continue to
grow at an incredible rate.
Pacific allows applicants to
check more than one mul
tiracial box or none at all.
The students who attended
the conference have talked to
administrators and have re
ceived a great deal of support
for the upcoming club. The
administrators are also aware
that this is an important is
sue and want to make Pacific
a community that supports
everyone.

Young couples living together outnumber other groups
BY LAUREL HOOVER
Staff Writer

According to the 2000 U.S.
Census, there are approxi

mately 4.9 million unmarried
men and women living to
gether, most of which are col
lege students. This drastically
large number is actually a dra

M,
v

r

L

m

matic rise from the census
that was taken in 1970, which
showed only 500,000 Ameri
cans living together. The rise
in young couples living to-

<§>umm£r
2002

Don't know what to do this summer?
Join the many signing up for Summer Sessions 2002!
Catalogs are available in the Registrar's office and at the
Center for Professional & Continuing Education (CPCE),
located across Pacific Avenue in McConchie Hall, 946-2424.
Don't be left out - enroll now!
VtehavetEWOMJNE Courses!

gether seems to out number
that of any other age group,
which is not very surprising
to many.
When asked how sopho
more Britney Butterfield felt
about the issue she said,
"There are disadvantages, as
well as advantages to living
together before marriage but
overall, I feel that the experi
ence of living together should
be saved until after marriage."
Many believe that this in
crease is due to the ever
changing ideologies and
morals of college-aged stu
dents that in turn influence's
their lifestyle decisions. In ad
dition, many believe that the
young people of today may
have witnessed bad marriages
and divorces during their ear
ly childhood, and that may
have led to their considerable
apprehensiveness about en
tering into a marriage with
out the experience of living
together.
Perhaps by living together,
they feel a strong sense of
compatibility with their part
ner will eventually develop.
Even though a decision as se
rious as this is common
among young couples, for

most, it is taken to a more se
rious extent because many
find themselves worrying
about the affects that living
together will have on their re
sulting relationship.
According to freshman
Mikael Roemer, " I personally
think that living together be
fore marriage is a good way to
lower the divorce rate. In oth
er words, by discovering
whether you and your part
ner's living styles are compat
ible before marriage, you will
have less difficulties in the fu
ture."
Sophomore Tracey Ball
said, "Living together before
marriage is a positive way to
test you and your partner's
compatibility before it is too
late. I do not feel that there is
any harm whatsoever, it is
just a matter of opinion."
Numerous studies have
shown that relationships of
young couples who live to
gether tend to not last as long
as those who do not live to
gether. This may be due to
conflicts within, as well as
outside the relationship. In
contrast, many experts beYOUNG COUPLES see page 5
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CAREER AND
What:
When:
Where:
Time:
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Experiential Learning Showcase
April 23
Regents Dining Room
Noon-2 p.m.

Lunch will be served at this event
where experiential learning, participa
tion in internships, undergraduate re
search, clinical experiences, fieldwork,
co-ops and service learning is celebrat
ed. Faculty, as well as both past and pre
sent interns, will be discussing their ex
periences and the many options open
for various majors while attending Pa
cific. Students need to RSVP for this free
event in the Career and Internship Center
by Monday, April 22.

What Pacific Music Business Symposium
When: April 20
Where: WPC 140
lime 10a.m.-4:30pm.
Proceedings include keynote speaker,
Gerry Kearby, several artists discussing per
sonal glimpses at artistic careers, entertain
ment management in the 21st century and
one on one student mentor sessions. All

students.
The Dress
for Success
Reception and Etiquette Dinner:
This sold-out event had students
eating a five-course meal, while
listening to Patrice Birkehdaul dis
cuss correct business and meal eti

Past Events
Job and Internship Fair: This
event was a great success with
over 50employers and with an at
tendance of over 200 Pacific

ndar

quette. In addition, students
learned about effective interview
ing dress and interviewing over a
meal.
If you have any questions,
please call the Career and Intern
ship Center at 946-2361 or visit us
in the Main Gym.

YOUNG COUPLES from page 4
lieve partners in strong and
healthy relationships can suc
cessfully transition to mar
riage or have a long-term co
habiting relationship.
"I have always believed
that couples need their space

UNIVERSITY

before they actually get mar
ried. If they live together, how
will they be able to get their
space? For some couples, it
may be a good thing, but for
myself, I would want to wait
until after I am married," said
0FI«E
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F.BF.RHARDT SCHOOL OVBI'SINESS

J quality program from a distinguished'Vnkmity

MBA

THE PACIFIC EDGE
• Integraive, Cross-Functional Ourritulum
• Oae tear Accelerated Program
1

General Management &Entrepreneurship Tracks
• Finance & Marketing Concentrations
»Small Interactive Classes
* Emphasis on leadership k Innovation
• Day or Evening Sections Available

INFORMATION
SESSION
Thursday April 25,2002
6 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Weber Hall 112

iSM
at (209) 946-2629
ore-mailmba@uop.edu

sophomore Doug Robbin.
Before making such a seri
ous decision, experts and co
habitee agree that couples
should first take the time to
discuss financial and house
hold issues before moving in
together. This is an extremely
important step to take, be
cause if saving the money is
the motivation, then living
together is not the answer to
your problems.
The same question always
seems to arise, "What if the
couple breaks up?" In order to
solve this problem before it
arises, it is important for the
couples to decide how they
will divide the belongings
and expenses, as well as how
they will deal with the legal
commitments, such as leases.

No final end to hate
BY CYNTHIA KRIEGER
Guest Writer

Over the last week, I have
been privileged to experience
the amazing response to the
theft and vandalism that oc
curred during Gay Pride Week
on the Pacific campus. In the
face of adversity, our campus
community spoke out togeth
er against these crimes.
Students, faculty, staff and
administration united to say
that we will not stand back
and watch this happen at Pa
cific. People showed support
for one another in many dif
ferent ways, including talking
about the issue, supporting
friends and many people
specifically contacted the Pa
cific Gay Straight Alliance to
take action.
We made our community
stronger last week as we came
together to discuss and act on
the crimes. People did some
thing that they do not often
do on this campus when they
took action. Specific clubs and
individuals did things, such
as post signs, paint over the
vandalized rocks and discuss
the issues with one another.
Unfortunately, while most
of us came together, others
used the event to direct hate
toward a different group. I was
shocked and disheartened to
discover that there were peo
ple handing out flyers that
read, "Wanna buy your

friends? Go Greek." These
words also appeared on the
Spirit rock the same day of the
Rally Against Hate.
Our entire community has
come out so strong in support
of lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender (LGBT) people
and against hate towards this
group. Yet some people have
missed the point. Our com
munity will not tolerate hate
against any group or individ
ual on the Pacific campus.
Our rally focused on LGBT
issues because of the vandal
ism this group experienced.
However, the message to stop
the hate is not limited to this
part of our community. If we
want to stop hate crimes, we
cannot be selective about the
groups we support. If another
part of the Pacific community
experiences hate on this cam
pus, we will rally around
them.
The comments towards the
Greek community are a form
of hate, and this must stop im
mediately. Choosing to put
down any group will divide
our community.
The Spirit rocks were re
painted by Greek Council to
say "Pacific Pride" and "Unity
= Diversity." If students want
to continue to experience the
wonderful community we
have created, these are the
principles upon which we
must focus.

RECRUITING from page 2
paper. The Pacifican is a great
job where I have been able to
learn aspects of journalism
that I do not think I could
learn in the classroom."
This broad range of majors
gives the paper a better vari
ety in the production of arti
cles.
If you or someone you
know may have an interest in
writing for The Pacifican,
please contact Pacifican Advi
sor, Dr. Keith Hilton in the
communication department
via
e-mail
at
khilton@uop.edu, or simply
call The Pacifican at (209)
946-2115.

Photo by Stuart Krengel

Prospective students and their families
gather to eat at last Sunday's Profile Day.
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Students are being swindled out of parking
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BY SUZIE GAUBE
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• Display - We accept both national and
local display advertising. For more
information, contact our advertising
staff at (209) 946-2114.
• Classified - Classified advertising can be
purchased - $1 per line for UOP staff
and students, $2 per line for all others.
Please call (209) 946-2115.
How to Subscribe
• A one year subscription to The Padfkan
costs $32 ($17 per semester).
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The Pacifiavi 3601 Pacific Avenue,
Stockton, CA 9S211 attn: Subscriptions.
Distribution of The Pacifican is partially
supported by ASUOP and the student
activity fee. Other support is provided by
campus groups and our advertisers.

How to Contact Us
The Pacifican is located in the courtyard
of South/West Hall.
Main Phone: (209) 946-2115
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$10,000) and $50 just for a
parking permit.
At the same time, parking
I have a feeling I am not is so limited that it has be
the only student here at Pa come a problem. According
cific that is frustrated with to the Finance Center, a "B"
the parking avail
parking permit for the year
ability on campus. I
costs $50, but now
will admit that I love
that the semester is al
my car and I love
most over, they are on
having the opportu
sale for only $25. Stu
nity to get out of this
dents and faculty can
town when I want
both buy and use a
to. However, I know
"B" permit.
when I return to
The cost for an offi
campus, I will be
Suzie
cial faculty parking
forced to drive
Gaube
permit is $100. It is no
around for at least 10 min wonder we have this prob
utes looking for an opening lem in the first place. Most
within a designated "B" of the faculty are buying "B"
parking area.
permits because they are
I would also like to park cheaper, and this in turn
my car in an area in which I leaves less parking spaces
do not have to worry about available for students and
it getting broken into and more abandoned "A" park
my stereo getting stolen. ing spaces.
This is an ongoing daily is
There are a few ways in
sue for my friends and I, es which this problem can be
pecially for those of us who solved. First of all, let us clear
live in South/West.
up the faculty-student park
1 wonder how our school ing discrepancy by abandon
could charge us $20,350 in ing it altogether. This will
tuition a year, (and that's not open up at least 10 or 20
including all the other fees more spaces.
they charge, which in total
This will also fill up more
add up to an additional parking spaces in the many
Photo editor
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open and unused areas along
Stadium Drive. After all, this
is where the majority of the
problem arises. Driving
from one end of stadium
over to that ridiculously dan
gerous parking lot by the
quads, I personally counted
at least seven unused and
wasted spaces in which peo
ple could be parking their
cars.
Some of these are red
zones, 15-minute zones and

other unmarked areas,
which are abused because
students park there anyway,
and then get ticketed for
some outrageous amount of
money that they obviously
cannot afford.
Understandably, students
are encouraged not to have
cars in the first place. How
ever, I think we could all

example, a renewed social
sense of unity and a feeling
that the administration ac
Pacific students have all
tually cared about the stu
heard about when campus
dents' wants. There could
used to be more fun, when
also be a lot of potential for
there were parties to go to,
the University and campus
alcohol to be consumed and
organizations to make a
fun to be had all
____
profit.
around.
th
But, lets begin
What is the cause
with
what is real
If there was a pub on campus,
for our drought of a
ly important, the
social life here at Pa
we could all walk home drunk.
social
atmos
cific?
phere that a pub
After all, there is no such thing as a
My senior class
would provide
WUI (walking under the influence).
and many others
our University,
would say the alco
which is in des
hol policy. The poli^
55 perate need of.
cy has been active for three cited "yes!" Who would not Pacific suffers from little to
years now, and many of us want to see a little unity and no social unity, and many
miss the "good old days."
social life put back into our would claim that it is be
Since there does not seem school? If we did have a pub
cause we do not have a fun
to be a way to change the here on campus, it would of and
comfortable place to
policy or how our school op fer so much beyond just a
gather as students on cam
erates, maybe we should try new social atmosphere. For
pus.

In fact, as we all know,
Stockton is far from your
typical "college town" such
as Chico or Davis. Stockton
does not provide adequate
social gathering places that
are up to par with many of
our other university peers.
Before the alcohol policy,
at least students were able to
look to fraternities and oth
er organizations to have on
campus parties, now howev
er those parties are far less
frequent, do not last as long
and are overall more restrict
ed.
As a result, we all know
that more and more stu
dents go out into the Stock
ton community looking for
a place to party with our
friends, and finding that this

PARKING see page 8

Pacific students need a place to drink
BY THE A BROWN
Staff Writer

to work with what we have
and try to shape the future,
which leads me to the ques
tion, should Pacific have an
on campus pub?
When I asked students
this question, many re
sponded with a firm and ex-

PUB see page 8
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Urban legends about the Internet wanting money
BYADRENNA BENJAMIN
Staff writer

A girl was walking home af
ter a night out at the bars. She
woke up the next morningin
a bathtub full of ice and found
that her kidneys were missing.
A man eating Pop Rocks got
thirsty and only had soda in
his refrigerator. After drinking
the soda with the Pop Rocks,
his insides exploded.
A woman comes back to her
dorm room and believes that
her roommate is having sex, so
she keeps the room dark.
When she wakes up, she sees
her roommate drenched in
blood, dead, with a sign in
blood that said "Aren't you
glad you didn't turn on the
lights?"
Most of us have heard all of
these urban legends - not only
do we thrive on them, but a
movie was made about these
hoaxes. And now, these leg
ends have made the move
from the big screen to the web.
The Internet is becoming
one thebest places to fool peo
ple. One of the controversies

circulating on the Internet is
that the government will be
charging 5 cents for every email sent. Not only do Ibe
lieve that this is a hoax, but no
one should believe that the
government could do such
thing.
There have been many
hoaxes perpetrated on the In
ternet, such as the e-mail
warning women to be careful
not be abducted when coming
out of the mall.
Or how about the one with
the groom's revenge when he
stands up and announces to
everyone to look under his or
her chair to find a picture of
his bride and his best man
having sex.
These are just urban legends
that get people talking and for
warding the e-mails to their
friends and family. The e-mail
about the government charg
ing 5 cents per delivered e-mail
is just as ridiculous.
The United States Postal Ser
vice (USPS) is proposing a
charge for sending e-mails to
make up for lost revenue. The
bill is called 602p and claims

the government wants to re
coup on $230 million dollars.
The hoax reads that Republi
can Congressman, Tony
Schnell, is looking into charg
ing an extra $20 to $40 dollars
per month as an Internet Ser
vice Providers (ISP) tax. Wash
ington D.C. lawyer, Richard
Stepp, is working without pay
to prevent this legislation from
becoming a law.
Evidence that this is a hoax
is that the House of Represen
tatives and Senate Bills begin
with "H.R." or "S." and they
do not contain suffix letters.
The USPS has no authority to
surcharge e-mail messages sent
over the Internet and would
not support the legislation. It
has also announced on its
home page that the "e-mail ru
mor is completely untrue."
The entire USPS statement can
be found at usps.gov.
The government has no
right to tax the Internet. Inter
state tax is unconstitutional.
Tax on e-mail is absurd; e-mail
uses no government funding
or infrastructure. Any attempts
would add costs to ISP andba

•

Eduard Meier of Switzerland

Hoaxes such as this UFO have been proven wrong thanks to
experts who have studied them with the latest technology.
sically the whole industry. The
Internet is worldwide - con
trolling it all would be diffi
cult, if not impossible.
We are all concerned about
virus problems. Being the
good people that we are, we
also want to warn our family
and friends to protect them
selves. But many of these emails are just hoaxes, designed
to scare Internet users.

There are a lot of "Get-richquick chain e-mails." No one
should believe that a company
like the GAP, OldNavy or even
Microsoft can tell if someone
has forwarded e-mails to give
away free money.
People who have a lot of
time on their hands and want
to play Internet jokes make up
these hoaxes.

The controversy over sending obese kids to fat camp
BY SALLY NICHOLS
Staff Writer

How would it feel to be told
not to eat cheeseburgers, ice
cream, pizza and drink soft
drinks? In this fast food na
tion, we feed our kids too
much food in very unhealthy
ways.
In the past 10 years, there
has been a tremendous in
crease in child obesity studies
and programs to help turn
around the pattern of children
becoming more fat and lazy.
As one lives in the great na
tion of America, we are faced
with the irony of mind versus
stomach. In magazines, on
TV shows, and billboards, we
are constantly faced with skin
ny models that seem to wafe
away before our eyes. Yet in
our own kitchens and homes,
the food that we give to our
family is increasingly becom
ing full of fat and calories that
do not equal with the amount
of exercise that the average
.American does.
We also become scared that
the wafed women on TV and
in magazines will affect the
young women of our decade.

This idea however is startled their alternatives for families es, so does he or she's proba campers 1000 calories a day,
by our Surgeon General's ad and children is to help them bility of heart disease and dia while their camp allows be
dress to the parent's of Ameri understand the importance of betes. From studying this tween 1300 and 2300. One
ca that their children are too keeping their bodies in good trend, it be can seen that there thousand calories is barely
fat.
health.
is a need for change between anything if you have been do
Why are our children so
In 2001, nine percent of childhood and adulthood.
ing activities all day.
fat? Many factors can con girls and 13 percent of boys
Weight loss camps are now
The problem with this way
tribute to a person's
___
popping up all over of weight loss is that as soon as
excess gain of
the U.S. and are be the kids leave the camp, they
weight and inability
ginning
to start in will automatically consume
Weight loss camps are
to quite eating the
Britain as well. Bright more than 1000 calories per
Twinkies. Poor edu
Bodies, a weight loss day and gain back some of the
now popping up all over
cation on health is
camp in New Eng weight that they have lost.If
sues, inactivity and
land, emphasizes edu you look on the back of your
the U.S. and are
fat engorged fast
cation and exercise. cereal box, most diets are
food is another rea
beginning to start in
Families come to the based on a 2000-calorie scale.
son for the one par
first sessions so that This is two times as many that
ent family to help
Britain as well.
the child sees that it is are allowed by fat camps.
their child learn
a group effort and
I do agree that children
how to eat sensibly
then resumes at camp should be taught how to eat
and healthy.
were classified as over weight. by themselves.
healthy and at the right times,
In the past, the low-income Being overweight is defined as
In many ways these camps but the psychological effect
class bracket has predomi someone who is at least 20 are the same as every other that could happen from being
nantly been the majority of pounds over the normal two-week camp. Kids play sent to a place with no ice
overweight children. Yet now, weight for their height.
games, swim, participate in cream and only 1000 calories,
as overweight children are
According to the New Eng rope courses and sing songs could possibly "outweigh" the
moving to the middle class land Journal of Medicine, it around the campfire. The dif purpose of fat camps.
bracket, more money is avail was reported that 50 percent ference with this one is that
For obvious reasons, it is the
able to try and help these kids of obese children, older than the kids are on a calorie-re family's responsibility to teach
learn how to respect and love six, would end up being obese stricted diet and have class good eating habits. If parents
their body through a healthy in their adult years as well.
time.
take some action we may not
lifestyle.
These statistics are both
According to Leeds Metro have 10 percent of our youth
Now, after psychologists startling and devastating to politan University in the Unit overweight andparents would
have studied the side effects of the over all health of our na ed Kingdom, most camps in not consider a Big Mac, a nu
being overweight as a child, tion. As one's weight increas the U.S. only allow their tritious meal.

u
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
Many people think that
resident directors do not re
ally have much to do. Peo
ple believe that they live in
residence halls, eat in the
dining halls, instead of
cooking for themselves, and
hang out with college stu
dents all day long.
In actuality, being a resi
dent director requires a lot
more than one might think.
Resident directors have to
deal with countless prob
lems ranging from room
mate crisis, to alcohol poi
soning, to disciplining
students. Dealing with
these problems requires an
incredible amount of com
passion, patience, persis
tence and dedication.
Bill Mains is one of the
four great resident directors
here at Pacific. He has gone
above and beyond the call
of duty as a resident direc
tor for the last three years.
He is a positive role model
and a friend to students and
staff of the University alike.

He is also always helping to
improve the lives of others
on a daily basis. At the end
of the year, Mains will be
leaving his position as resi
dent director here at Pacific.
The many residents of
West campus know that he
is available whenever they
need his assistance or guid
ance. Mains' door is always
open and he is very accessi
ble to students.
He is frequently on cam
pus, interacting and talking
with students, whether it is
in the dining hall, the Sum
mit, the Baun Fitness Cen
ter, or in the many resi
dence halls. It is amazing
how many students know
Mains by name.
When one walks around
campus with him it is hard
not to notice the number of
students that he acknowl
edges and talks with. Stu
dents often came to Mains
with problems or concerns
or just to talk, and they
know that he will always
listen and help them find

solutions
to
their
tough
problems.
Mains has also
been known for
his flexibility
when meeting students.
Mains first priority is stu
dents. He makes time for
them, sincerely cares for
them and is a positive role
model for the students who
he works with. He has al
ways made an effort to get
to know as many of the
West campus residents as
possible.
Mains is an invaluable re
source to the Pacific com
munity. He is familiar with
the various services avail
able on campus, and will re
fer students to them as
needed. Mains is also an ad
vocate for students and will
stand up for their rights.
As residents of West cam
pus, we have experienced
first hand Mains' caring and
compassionate nature and
his positive attitude. The
transition from high school
to college is not always
easy, and he has helped
many students at Pacific.
We all met Mains within
the first month of school
and we were all impressed

with his ability to under so the writer would seem as
stand our problems and his little ignorant as possible).
I say ignorant because
ability to help us move for
ward and become produc whoever wrote it is totally
tive members of the Pacific clueless as to why we have
community.
Pride Week.
We have it for the same
Our first few months
were tough here, and he reason we have Black Histo
helped us transition to col ry Month or Women's His
lege life. We are truly tory Month- because we are
thankful.
different.
We are proud of being
During his three years
here, Mains had been a pos different despite what any
itive role model for the Pa one who is "the same" may
cific community, and he think, despite the fact that
has become a friend and being different means that
mentor to many students in we are denied rights grant
his time. Mains will be ed to homosexuals.
missed, but we know that
With so many states
he will be successful at telling us that we aren't
whatever he attempts in equal through their laws,
life.
we have Pride Week to show
ourselves and others that it
Sincerely, doesn't faze us; we will sur
West Campus vive.
To the people who took
Residents
our flag and defaced our
Dear Editor,
murals, know that like the
On Monday morning, Grinch, you cannot stop
two of my friends and I what we have by taking our
painted the rocks for Pride symbols away from us.
Week on campus. By late
They are important, but
Monday afternoon, some even if they can't be seen
one had written in response they will still be in our
"Srait Pride" on the rocks hearts on this campus.
(by Tuesday more phrases
had been added and the
Jason Rasmussen
spelling had been corrected

PUB from page 6

town has little to offer.
Besides alleviating the bur
den of not having a really
fun student oriented place to
hang out at, a pub on cam
pus would also erase many or
our worries about drunk dri
ving. As students, it is more

PARKING from page 6

than likely that we all know
people who have received
DUI's (Driving Under the In
fluence). This is because Pa
cific no longer provides the
social atmosphere that it
should to keep us on campus.
Unfortunately, the result is

many people going to bars
off campus where they drink
and drive, endangering not
only themselves, but others
as well. If there was a pub on
campus, we could all walk
home drunk. After all, there
is no such thing as a WUI
(walking under
the influence).
Junior and Pa
cific
athlete,
Megan Picker
ing, brought up
another really
excellent idea.
She said, "If a
pub on campus
offered happy
hour or specials
before athletic
events,
there
would be more
support
at
games."
Another
known fact is
that our campus
suffers from very
TheVirtualBar.com low turnouts at
sports and other
An on campus bar would benefit Pacific students and campus events.
campus events,
which to many is

an outward reflection on
how the Pacific student body
is apathetic. If we had an
other new and interesting
way to promote Pacific activ
ities, such as highlighting up
coming events, or soliciting
past glories, we might actual
ly have resurgence for cam
pus pride and participation.
Knowing all this, it would
be a great idea to have a pub
on campus. Maybe it can
happen, and someday we
can know a Pacific that is
proud, unified and maybe
most importantly student
oriented and fun.

agree that there are only a
few exciting things to do in
Stockton.
Naturally, those students
who have cars want them on
campus with them so they
have the ability to go places
and do things outside of
town and maybe even the
Valley. So with this issue in
mind, and a couple of possi
ble solutions, I hope we can
all bring this problem to an
end before the start of the fall
2002 semester, so instead of
parking bringing down our
moods, we can leave that up
to our tests and papers!

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED: Part time up to $20 an hour major mobile DJ and
entertainment company is looking for MC personalities. Will train,
must be outgoing and comfortable on stage, must be available Fridays
and Saturdays. Equipment provided. Call 1-800-LIVE-MIX

HOUSE FOR RENT: 2 bdrm near Victory Park central H/A
$1200 /mo. No smokers or pets water/sewer/gardener paid.
831-688-7581 or 831-786-1741

*ALANCI
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"It's too complicated and frustrating—
especially when there are special events on
campus."

www.weezerisms.homestead.com/link.html

Don't miss the fight of a life-time.
Mr. T or Weezer, who do you have your money on?

—Freshman Carla Robbins
THE

"Seriously, the "A" lots are NEVER full. Take
down the "A" and "B" signs, accurately allot
parking spaces for the faculty, paint the
curbs orange where faculty can park, and
let the students park in all the other spots."
—Junior Stephen Ales

PACIFICAN

FACTS
FAST

A baby in Florida was named
Truewilllaughinglifebuckyboomermanifestdestiny. His middle name

ss,

"Well, I'venever had anyone bark at me
I don't really know what you mean."
—Freshmfn Becl^Anspaugh
: te.

is George James.
Deaf people have safer driving
records on average than hearing
people in the U.S.

"Well, everything should be fine as long as
DeRosa gets two spaces for his camaro."
—Senior Tom Castro

It is a misconception to believe
that watching TV in a dark room is
bad for your eyes. This myth was
created to help sell lamps in the
early 1950's.

•"I think campus
^
parkin<
......ig is a problem for
people with cars, but not for people with
motorcycles, dirtbikes, razor scooters,
skateboards, those shoes with wheels in
them, mopeds, vespas, or helicopters."
—Junior Natalie Beale

The longest kiss on record lasted
130 hours and 2 minutes.
—uselessfacts.net
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ENTERTAINMENT
Californopia comes to UOP

Ford Motors brings an entertainment extravaganza
seating in either
two or four passen
ger models. With a
When Ford Motor Compa top speed of 25
ny's Californopia Tour stops mph, the THINK
at Pacific, it will bring more neighbor can travel
than just music and fun ac up to 30 miles be
being
tivities. Ford will bring an fore
environmentally friendly recharged.
The THINK city
THINK neighbor vehicle to
vehicle will be
donate to the University.
Students will be able to ex available in late fall
perience an exciting day of 2002. The THINK
live music, entertaining city is an electric ve
hicle that is easy to
operate, affordable
and virtually silent.
The THINK city has
a top speed of 62
OOT
mph and can travel
April 21, 2001
up to 50 miles be
fore
being
Noon to 5:00 pm
recharged. Check
McCaffrey Lawn
www.californopiatour.net
out
Nikka Costa will appear at Californopia.
thinkmobility.com
to learn more.
Ford is asking Pacific to use importance of alternative
games, food and beverages,
prize giveaways and the do the donated THINK neighbor fuel vehicles to the next gen
nation of a Ford THINK for environmental causes, eration of automobile buy
such as picking up recy- ers, college students," said
neighbor to the University.
The THINK vehicles, de clables. "Ford is donating the Stu Smith, national THINK
signed by Ford, are zero- THINK neighbor to Univer sales and marketing manag
emission vehicles. The line sity of the Pacific to support er.
includes the THINK neigh the campus' environmental
CALIFORNOPIA see page 12
bor, a low speed vehicle with efforts and demonstrate the
BY NATALIE KATE PELTON
A & EEditor

Photo by Suzie Gaube

BY MARIE KALMANTIS AND NATALIE KATE PELTON
A&E Editors

Career Gear
All right, how much does the phrase "dress to impress"
mean to you? If you are graduating, going to be graduating,
or want to land a great internship, please honor that phrase
as your mantra (repetitive thought in a form of a tune). And
of course, we style file writers have a few things to say about
dressing for success...

For the young professional
Ladies, sldrts are the ideal choice tor a first time interview.
Nothing should be shorter than fingertip length, that is
unless you are seeking a job at Deja Vu. The more conserv
ative the better ladies, now is not the time to show off how
scarf savvy you are or that you really like purple lace. A
gentle neutral tone, like beige or taupe will work well. As will
cool tones like navy and gray. Black is not completely dis
couraged, but save black for later interviews (if there is more
than one).
Accessories almost matter as much as the suit. Belts and
bags should always match, and for the gentlemen, belts
should match the shoes. Ladies and gents shouldboth steer
from too much jew
elry and too much
makeup. For nice
clothing options, Ba
nana Republic, J.
Crew and Nord
strom have nice suit
ing, and the Men's
Wearhouse outfits
their customers well
and sizes them.
Also, the proper fit
of clothingis impor
tant. Do not attempt
to borrow a cousin's
suit and pass it off as
a recent purchase of
your own. Sleeves should not be excessively long or short;
pants are neither floods nor puddle mops. Even if it is bor
rowed, the goal is to make it look like yours. Many retailers
offer tailoring services andhem pants, skirts and sleeves.
Shoes are quite often underestimated. However, they are
a closing remark of the outfit, if you will. While seated,
STYLE FILE see page 14
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MEISA hosts first Music Business
Symposium for Pacific students
BY SPENCER TOYAMA
Guest Writer

The first Pacific Music
Business Symposium will be
held on April 20. This event
will be the first of its kind at
Pacific, which has one of the
few music management pro
grams in the nation.
For the past two semes
ters, the Music and Enter
tainment Industry Student
Association (MEISA) has
been working hard to create
an event to encourage the
study of the entertainment
industry.
This event will feature es
teemed professionals from
different areas of the music

industry. The Chief Execu
tive Officer of Liquid Audio,
Gerry Kearby, will lecture.
Emmy-award winning
composer, Scott Liggett, will
be present. Artistic Director
of the Stockton Symphony
Orchestra, Peter Jaffe, and
former drummer from Pave
ment, Gary Young, will also
be featured guests.
These renowned profes
sionals will be speaking dur
ing the morning session of
the Business Symposium,
from 10 a.m. to noon. In
the afternoon, students are
welcomed to sign up for
one-on-one sessions with
other industry professionals,
including a lawyer who has

represented Carlos Santana
and the Grateful Dead.
A large number of the
panelists for this event have
strong ties to the entertain
ment industry, with valu
able insight they are eager to
pass on to students who are
interested in getting in
volved in the music busi
ness.
Whether you are a curious
musician or a student con
sidering an occupation in
the music industry, this
event is a rare and incredible
opportunity.
For more information
contact Spencer Toyama at

(209) 932-3632.

u
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Hot Spot: Hurricane Harry's
takes Stockton by storm
BY THEA BROWN
Staff Writer

In case you have not yet
heard, the buzz around town
is that Hurricane Harry's is
the new place to be. Offering
a great menu and bar with
entertainment and dancing
each night, this bar and grill
really is a fun new addition
to our city. Hurricane Harry's
offers lots of new entertain
ment and delight in our
seemingly boring existence.
Just like an oasis in the
desert, Harry's is a new and
refreshing place to have a
meal, just relax or spend a
wild Thursday night. When
you walk through the door,
each guest is immediately
whisked away to a tropical is
land, full with exotic decor

Photo by Suzie Gaube

Harry's heats up the Stockton night life for Pacific students.

and pleasant island vibes.
The restaurant sports a huge
bar area, a nice little loung
ing area, lots of booths for
lunch and dinner and a great
dance floor right in the mid^ die of it all.
The decorati°ns bring Huriqnature Theatres!
—
ricane Harry's to life, com
plete with animal print
booths and bamboo on the
wall. Adding to the fun of it
all, a climbing rope hangs
from the ceiling behind the
bar. Although, I have not
seen it used by any Tarzans

HOLIDAY CINEMA 8
6262 WEST LANE. STOCKTON, CA
(209) 955-5680
FRI -THURS (4/19-4/25) FOR ALL

THE SCORPION KING - PG-13 "NO PASSES'
ON TWO SCREENS

MummcMm
ppolrs

Location:
Gamer of March and Barshing
Hxes:

4:30 pjn. - 2:00 ajrt.
Payment:
Cash or Credit

DAILY: (1.10. 1:50,3:25.4:05, 5:45) 6:45,8:00.
9:00.10:15
EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN: (10:55. 1125)

SWEETEST THING - R - "NO PASSESDAILY: (1:25.3:30. 5:35) 7:40.9:50
EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN: (1120)
CHANGING LANES - R - "NO PASSES
DAILY: (1:00, 3:20, 5:40) 7:55.10:10
EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN: (10:45)
PANIC ROOM

R

Rating:

•••••#

HURRICANE HARRYS see page 14
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CALIFORNOPIA from page 11
Californopia will be a
highlight of Pacific's "Inter
national Spring Festival."
There will be a myriad of en
gaging activities, including
sumo wrestling, a bounce
house and an array of inter
national delights to eat. The
Californopia Tour will fea
ture live music from upcom
ing artists Something Corpo
rate and Nikka Costa.
Also at Californopia, stu
dents can register to win a
Ford Focus and compete in
interactive games, such as
the Focus(tm) Tune on In
Game, Escape (tm) Search
and Bungee Run. The prizes
for winners of these events
include inflatable chairs,
DVD players, DVDs, beach
towels and much more. Stu
dents can also have their pic
ture taken at the event and
check out their photo at the
Californopia 2002 website at
californopiatour.net. For
more fun activities, students
can listen to music, watch
Anime animation and enjoy
the ambiance in the "Chill
Out Lounge," a tent filled
with bubbles, icicle lights,
TVs and inflatable chairs.
Be sure to check out the
Californopia tour when it
hits Pacific on Sunday, April
21!

DAILY: (1:40,4:20)7:05.9:40
EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN: (11:05)

Top Ten Things
Overheard in a
Fraternity House
BY THEA BROWN AND
BETH LAWRIE

10. "Who the hell
booted on my
floor again?"
9. "Who was the
last one with the
snake out of the
tank last night?"
8. "So whose
panties are
these anyway?"
7. "Rally up boys,
time to take anoth
er trip to Deja Vu!"
6. "I promise, this
isn't a strong drink
at all!"

CLOCKSTOPPERS - PG
DAILY: (12:50.3:00.5:10) 7:25.9:35
EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN: (10:40)

K-PAC DJ Profile: Tammy Gonzales

THE ROOKIE -G
DAILY: (1:45, 4:30)720. 10:05
EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN: (11:00)
ICE AGE - PG
DAILY: (1:15. 3:15,5:15) 7:15,9:15
EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN: (11:15)
FESTIVAL CINEMAS
6436 PACIFIC AVE. STOCKTON. CA
(209) 951-2163

W

IRIS - R- "NO PASSES"
FRI-SAT: (11:15 1:45 4:15)7:00.9:30
SUN: (11:15 1:45 4:15) 7:15
MON-THURS: (2:15 4:40) 7:15
THE OTHER SIDE OF HEAVEN - PG - NO PASSES
FRI-SAT: (11:30 2:10 4:50) 7:30 10:10
SUN: (11:30 2:10 4:50) 7:30
MON-THURS: (2:00 4:45) 7:20
BIG TROUBLE - PG13 - NO PASSES
FRI-SAT: (11:00 1:10 3:20 5:30) 7:45 10:00
SUN: (11:00 1:10 320 5:30) 7:20
MON - THURS: (2:30 4:45) 7:20
LORD OF THE RINGS PG13
FRI-SAT: (10:45 2:15 5:45) 9:15
SUN: (10:45 2:45) 7:00
MON - THURS: (2:45) 7:00

REGENCY CINEMAS
7809 ETNA STREET, STOCKTON, CA
FRAILITY -R- NO PASSES
FRI-SAT: (11:45 2:15 4:45) 7:30 10:00
SUN: (11:45 2:15 4:45) 7:45
MON-THURS: (2:30 5:00) 7:45
NATIONAL LAMPOON'S VAN WILDER
- R- NO PASSES
FRI-SAT: (12:00 2:30 5:00) 7:45 10:45
SUN: (12:00 2:30 5:00 8:00
MON-THURS: (2:45 5:15 8:00
ET-PG
FRI-SUN: (11:05 1:45 4:25)
MON-THURS: (2:00 4:40)
RESIDENT EVIL - R
FRI-SAT: (11:30 2:00 4:30) 7:15 9:35
SUN: (11:30 2:00 4:30) 7:30
MON-THURS: (2:15 4:45) 7:30
BEAUTIFUL MIND - PG13
FRI-SAT: 7:00 9:45
SUN-THURS: 7:15

A mixture of merriment, "On the Rocks"
BY JESSICA WAKEFIELD
Staff Writer

Possibly one of the best
things about K-PAC radio
is the diversity of shows
every time you tune in. If
you want rap, country,
talk, sports, comedy or
gospel, you have it on the
campus radio station.
Looking for a little bit of
everything to get your
week started? Listen to
Tammy Gonzales "On the
Rocks."
Every Monday from 4-5
p.m., you can enjoy the
variety that is "On the
Rocks." Tammy and her
co-host, Morgan Crinklaw,
will have you laughing,
dancing and filling up
your week with activities.

Tammy, from Newman,
Calif., was born on No
vember 17, 1981. A junior
majoring in communica
tion, she feels the experi
ence of working on the air
will help her in her aspired
field of broadcasting.
Gonzales is one of many
students focusing on
broadcast media and along
with her peers, is gaining
valuable hands-on train
ing at K-PAC. She is learn
ing on-air and off-air skills
that are sure to help her in
the future.
Tammy had her first ra
dio show last semester
when she was taking a
broadcast writing class
with Dr. Alan Ray. Being
an experienced disc jockey
has helped her to feel a lit

tle more relaxed on the air
and she encourages all DJ's
to "just be yourself and
have fun on the air, be
cause that will make it re
ally fun!"
An active member of
Delta Delta Delta, Tammy
manages to go to school,
participate in sorority
events, work at Applebee's
and of course is a disc jock
ey for K-PAC. In her "free
time" she enjoys "sleep
ing, reading, hanging out
and going out."
Each Monday afternoon
at four, you can expect "ar
guing, joking, a little news
and weekend happen
ings," said Gonzales. This
duo manages to fill you in
DJ PROFILE see page 14

5. "Tell me what you
girls REALLY do on
the sleeping
porches."
4. "You want me
to walk you home?"
3. "No sir, we do
not have a keg
in here."
2. "What was
her name?"
1. "What's this rash
all about?"
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lot so wild for "National Lampoon's Van Wilder"
3YLJSAWURZ
Zaff Writer

Occasionally, a comedy
omes out in theatres that
x>ks like it is going to be hiirious, and then there are

those that look like some
scriptwriter gathered monthold trash and called it a movie.
"National Lampoon's Van
Wilder" looked like it would
be another scriptwriting
team's sad and pathetic trash

_
www.nationallampoon.com/vanwilder

I an Wilder, big man on campus or just a pathetic loser?

31
Staff Writer

TAURUS
April 19-May 19
The Pisces moon has
moved across the sky in the
past week, which means
that it is time to quit avoid
ing the terms that you have
to come to. Make a strong
decision because it will af
fect all other components
in your life. This may mean
taking a job offer, or telling someone the
way you feel about them. A change is great
ly needed to help keep your mind stable and
at ease.
Lucky Day: April 18
GEMINI
May 20-June 20
The moon has just met the angle with
Jupiter, so watch out with the corner of your
eyes. At a most unlikely moment, someone
will surprise you. This surprise may not be
good, so do not do anything too drastic over
the next week, as to ensure your good kar
ma.
Lucky Day: April 20
CANCER
June 21-July 21
It is about time that you gave yourself that
credit you deserve. Your creative side should
be shown to all those around you. You nev
er know what opportunities will land in

xzx-

graduation? It seems down
right pathetic.
Van
Wilder
(Ryan
Reynolds) is big man on cam
pus for all of his seven years in
attendance. Van is involved
in a myriad of activities and
has mastered the art of party
ing.
Van's life is excessively en
viable with his gigantic dorm
room, personalized golf cart,
an assistant attending to his
every needs and an extremely
rich father who is footing the
bill for his longer than neces
sary education. Life is perfect.

That is, until Van's father (Tim
Matheson, of "National Lam
poon's Animal House") de
cides to cut him off from his
proverbial money tree.
We then watch in amaze
ment as Van struggles to make
his own school payments.
This involves a repulsive in
discretion with the finance
lady and a string of hare
brained schemes to increase
his cash flow.
Just Van's luck, and as all
this is happening, the school
newspaper wants to run a sto
ry about him. So while Van
tries to make money, he has
reporter Gwen Pearson (Tara
Reid of "American Pie") fol
lowing his every move, trying
to get the info on campus'
most famous student.
Of course, Van falls for the
blonde haired, blue eyed
Gwen and constantly at

% HOROSCOPES

BY SALLY NICHOLS

II

heap. What is funny about a
guy who is in his seventh year
at college with no attempt at

Y

tempts to date the woman
who is trying to air his dirty
laundry. Unfortunately for
Van and Gwen, she is in a re
lationship with Richard, the
president of the DIK fraternity.
The rivalry between Van
and the utterly stuck-up and
aptly named president of DIK,
Richard, leads to some of the
grossest and most amusing
moments of the movie. The
crudest scene involves an inci
dent with eclairs that will
make the audience physically
ill. There is also a protein
shake that will help you kick
that smoothie addiction.
Wilder directly targets a
teenage/early adult audience
and risks following in the
footsteps of the latest stringof
barely viewable and barely
amusing teenage flicks.
MOVIE REVIEW see page 15

'WV'
vw

your lap when you open yourself up to new
and interesting things. Keep the creative
juices flowing by reading that Ayn Rand
book that you have always wanted to read.
Lucky Day: April 23

health and strength. So when you are start
getting up early to do your morning exercis
es (whichIknow you will do religiously) do
not forget to eat your Wheaties.
Lucky Day: April 23

LEO
July 22-Aug. 21
You are allowing too many people to
bring you down when they are sad. It is al
ways nice to be sympathetic to a friend, but
just remember that being empathetic can
leave you lower than you intended. Know
that there is a time to help, and a time to
step away so that your own happiness will
not be diverted. Keep smiling Leo!
Lucky Day: April 19

SCORPIO
Oct. 23- Nov. 21
Take the big leap and know that the desti
nation you have dreamed of is right at your
fingertips! Maybe the next time you check
your e-mail, you should open the file listed
as "Winner for a getaway to Hawaii!" You
never know what could be hidden behind
doors that are usually never opened. If there
is no Hawaii, at least there will a free Big
Mac!
Lucky Day: April 18

VIRGO
Aug. 22-Sept. 21
Look out Bob Barker because here comes
Mr./Mrs. Virgo! With your luck this week
you will be hearing the infamous words of
"Come on down!" Take that extra stride to
go the extra mile, knowing all the while that
there is going to be something wonderful in
it for you. Just stick with it!
Lucky Day: April 24
LIBRA
Sept. 22-Oct. 22
Like most Libras do, you have found your
self in yet another 'health kick.' As we all
know, beer and soda are not the answers to
living the healthy lifestyle. But do not for
get that one must eat to attain greatness in

S
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SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22-Dec. 20
As the moon begins to pass over, you
should try and stay clear of unwanted situ
ations. Stress can be a starter for many ill
nesses that we live with today. Take a nap
and realize that you are not being lazy, you
are just trying to keep your body healthy.
Miss Cleo wishes someone would tell her
that!
Lucky Day: April 19
CAPRICORN
Dec. 21-Jan. 18
Even though you think you are a rap
artist, maybe you should reconsider your fu-

% Q

HOROSCOPES see page 15
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STYLE FILE from page l i
you may look fine from the
waist up. But as you leave, you
do not want the label of your
sneaker to be the last thing
they see. Women can look
classy in the traditional pump,
but the rules are not strict.
Women can also wear a closedtoe heel. Sure, the wedge san
dals from Target look great
with any outfit and can make
you look hot and trendy; but
this is the time you have to
play the part. The people in
terviewing students are not in
our generation and have yet to
understand certain conceptsof
style that we hold true.
Along with a well-prepared

DJ PROFILE from page 12
ensemble comes the well-pre
pared interview. The first rule
is to be confident with what
you are wearing. If you are tug
ging and pulling, your
writhing can be mistaken for
discomfort and low confi
dence. Also, practice speaking
slowly and clearly and practice
walking in those heels. Do not
let them exceed 2 inches, re
sults of that may be humiliat
ing. Both men and women
should avoid hats and heavy
aromas at all costs. A light
scent that we favor por femme
is Michael Kors. Por homme
we prefer Pleasures for Men by
Estee Lauder.
As it is springtime, go easy
with the Shetland wool. Light
cottons and cotton blends are
ideal. Have fun with your pro
fessional style and most im
portantly, be comfortable.
Also be traditional and refined,
but do not compromise per
sonal style. In fact, your per
sonal style is what may help
you stand out in an applicant
pool of many. Good luck grads
and other students!
Photos from:
www.menswearhouse.com
www.bananarepublic.com

on sports, entertainment
and campus news all in un
der an hour, while at the
same time, making you
laugh.
"My favorite thing about
the radio is being funny on
the air." She and Crinklaw
also play a wide variety of
music including pop, coun
try, Top-40, alternative and
"pretty much everything ex
cept for rap and heavy met
al." Have any music re
quests? Call the station and
ask the DJ's to play your
song.
Tammy would like to en
courage all Pacific students
to listen to "On the Rocks"
and especially to call in. "KPAC is cool. Call in, stop by
and listen up!"
So if you are having a
hard time getting back into
the swing of things from a
busy weekend, listen to "On
the Rocks" with Tammy
Gonzales, Monday from 4-5
p.m. and get your week
rolling with some tunes and
tips to make your next
weekend even better. Get it
all on K-PAC, 88.5 and
Channel 2, the ROAR of Pa
cific.

\

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1. Site of 1988
Olympics
6.
Hatter
9. Huge
14. Type of lily
15. U2 hit
16. Actress Harmon
17. Employing
18. It is(con't)
19. Medium for clotted
cream
20. Collection of wild
animals
22. Racing sleds
23. Duration of life
24. Soft shell _
26. Human with me
chanical parts
30. Platitudes
34.Gruesome
35. Kweisi Mfume's org.
36. Gravestone senti
ment
37. Artist Noide
38. Direction of earth's
rotation (pi.)
39. Small Chinese breed
of dog
40. American Medical
Association
(Abbrv.)
41. Jazz clarinetist Shaw
42. Cat sound
43. Despotic
45. Grain mill

46. Spanish dollar
47. Son of a _
48. Flower
51. Opposite of active
57. Characteristic lan
guage
58. Wing
59. Hell
60. Frequent
61. Tepid
62. Fencing swords
63. Aborigine cry
64. Signal for help
65. Manufacturer of
farm equip.
DOWN
1. Refuse
2. State of rest
3. Zip code 52320
4. Arm bone
5. Straggler
6. Wavy surface patter
7. Opposed
8. Profane
9. Old fashion street
light
10. Nightmares
11. Eager
12. Number of feline
lives
13. Golf pegs
21.
drop soup
25. Mythical birds of
prey
26. Provides traction
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27. Delicious
28. Mediterranean
shrub
29. Tin Man's salve
30. Fundamental ele
ment
31. Dismal
32. Effigy
33. Vomits
35. Patriots
38. Sea eagle
39. Dessert in the sky
41. Windflower
42. Chewed loudly
44. Apex

45. In so far as
47. Chews
48. Group of nations
49. Inventory account
ing method
50. Existence
52. Oil
53. To fasten
54. Institute for Democ
racy in Eastern Eu
rope (Abbrv.)
55. Swerve
56. European Society
for the Study of
English (Abbrv.)

WOMM© MOTJC:

—

April 19-20, AI1 day
DISNEYLAND TRIP
Leave from Burns Tower
Sponsored by ASUOP
April 20
INTRAMURAL ULTIMATE FRISBEE
Brookside Field
Sponsored by Campus Recreation
April 21, 2:30 p.m.
ORIANA CHOIR CONCERT
Morris Chapel
Sponsored by Conservatory of Music
April 24, 5 p.m.
KARAOKE NIGHT
Static Attic
Sponsored by ASUOP
April 24, 7:30 p.m.
SYMPHONIC WIND ENSEMBLE
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
Sponsored by Conservatory of Music
April 25, 5 p.m.
FACULTY SOAPBOX: ANNE MARIE COOK
WPC 219
Sponsored by ASUOP

HURRICANE HARRYS from page 12
quite yet. All decorations are
highlighted with funky col
ored lighting that really com
pliments the tropical vibe.
One of the best things that
Harry's has to offer, besides
great atmosphere, is an exot
ic and tasty menu. Where
else in Stockton can a person
order a five pound hamburg
er? In addition to that mon
ster, there are various appe
tizers and lots of enticing
salads that will be perfect for
our upcoming hot and
steamy summer nights.
Speaking of hot and
steamy summer nights, Har
ry's has dancing every night,
something that has been lost
for Pacific students since we
had to bid a sad farewell to
our beloved haunt, Stockton
Rocks.
Many students have been
raving about the Thursday
night atmosphere that in
cludes a two for one every
thing special, including mer
chandise, food and of course
drinks. Another noteworthy
special is the one-dollar beer
and burgers, valid at the bar
only on Tuesday.
All of these specials really

exercise that Harry's is trying
to be accessible to the public
and also appeal to Pacific stu
dents. It is as if the owners
knew we were dying for
something more fun than
music-less, theme-less bars
and the same boring old
food.
Senior Beth Lawrie said,
"Hurricane Harry's is finally a
place where I can dance! A
bar, a dance floor and good
company, what else could a
girl want?"
Hurricane Harry's is a re
freshing change to the Stock
ton scene that we have all
grown accustomed to. Every
night can be a party because
of its growing popularity
with Pacific students, you are
sure to run into many of
your pals.
So if you want a new din
ing experience, or just a new
place to hang out at on the
weekend, check out this new
place in town. With unbeat
able atmosphere, impeccable
service, great food, drinks
and entertainment, it surely
will be a memorable experi
ence and all around fun
time.
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Newman Club
" p.m. Wednesday Newman
House
Circle K International
9 p.m. Wednesday
McCaffrey Center Lounge
Students for Environmental
Action (SEA)
0 p.m. Wednesday Anderson
Y Center
Society of Hispanic
Professional Engineers
8 p.m. tonight Khoury Hall
203
Hawaii Club
1 p.m. every other Sunday
Grace Covell Tiger Lounge
Muslim Students Associa
tion
Noon every other
Thursday Wendell Phillips
Center 131
pacific Christian Fellowship
7 p.m. Friday Grace Covell
Tiger Lounge
Naranjado Yearbook Club
Noon Friday Marketing &
University
Relations office
I society of Women Engineers
; p.m. every other Wednesday

South/West Residence Hall

Music & Entertainment In
dustry
Student Association (MEISA)
Noon today Buck Hall 111

PRSSA
Noon every other
Thursday
Education Building 208

Residence Hall Association
8 p.m. Tuesday Spruce Room

Iranian-American
Cultural Organization
Noon today
Spruce Room

Latin American Dance Club
7 p.m. and 8 p.m. Monday
Lessons at the
Callison Room
Pacific Students Alumni
Association (PSAA)
5 p.m. Wednesday Grace Cov
ell Small
Dining Room
Music Education
National Conference
10 p.m. MondayBuck Hall
Phi Delta Kappa
Noon today Education Build
ing 108
TOA
8 p.m. every other Thursday
Monogan Hall

Hmong Students
Association
9 p.m. Wednesday
Wendell Phillips Center
Kilusan Pilipino
7 p.m. tonight
Grace Covell Tiger Lounge

pHiUP
If you are a new club
on campus and
would like to let
everyone know when
you meet, submit
club times and
information to
Tlte Pacrfican office
in South/ West Hall or
e-mail to
pacifican_ae@

M.E.Ch.A.
5:30 p.m. Wednesday

)ROSCOPES from page 13
pre career goals. Everyone
Jiould have his or her cre[ ive outlet, but bustin' a
vme about your professor's
lot daughter is definitely not
be way to go. However, neiI er is playing the pipe organ
|:r your chemistry class.
I now that you should keep
Ip your outlet, but consider
r ing it in other places.
Lucky Day: April 24

out your stress!
Lucky Day: April 22

serves moments of relishing
his or her glory! Whatever
your motivator has been,
PISCES
graduate school, or the car
Feb. 18- March 19
your parents promised if you
Romeo's death only fur got straight A's, it has surely
ther drew women to the ro paid off! Go out and cele
mances in tragic life. For this brate this wonderful time be
reason, you should definitely fore your shining star burns
find yourself with a Rumi po out!
etry book and dive into a gut
Lucky Day: April 23
wrenching confession to
your dearest loved ones. This
does not mean you need to
tell all the frat boys that they
need to sing at your window,
merely that you would not
mind the thought of it.
Lucky Day: April 20

AQUARIUS
Jan. 19-Feb. 17
For some reason, everyone
Lnd their mother needs to
(ike a break from everyday
fe. But no fear, Captain Cleo
here! Whatever you do, do
l:0t stop working because
ARIES
Jdu are the type that once
March 20-April 18
;>u slow down, there is no
I would love to be in your
tting up to speed again! Do shoes right now. Clear skies
ur work, and then do Billy only mean one thing, it is
anks' Tae Bo video to let time to party! Everyone de-

l5 I

INI
INI

Khoury Hall

Hillel
9 p.m. Wednesday The Sum
mit

>

fl)

Here is a listing of various clubs on campus.
All meetings are open to students interested in joining.

(209) 478-6290
2324 GRAND CANAL BLVD. #4
STOCKTON. CA 95207
ACROSS FROM THE RADDISSON
ENTRANCE
LUNCH M-F 11-3
DINNER M-F 5-10
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MOVIE REVIEW from page 13
Thankfully, Reynolds is fun
and likable in his romp as Van
and you wish that the
scriptwriters could have
thought up something a little
less trashy for him to work
with.
The plot is scattered and
while it has potential, there
are noticeable gaps. Cinematically, this movie is uncreative
and predictable. This is not an
artistic movie, this is not a hi
larious movie and this is not
a very well acted movie, so it is
hard to give this movie much
credit.
Part of the credit that can be
given to "National Lampoon's
Van Wilder" comes hidden in
the extremely expected end
ing with its useful moral. Get
ting to that ending, Van ex
amines the benefits of
community service, with his
soft spot for helping out the
less fortunate. Whether you
are a sad exchange student

who just wants to get a girl, a
sports team without much
support, or an unpopular fra
ternity who needs lessons in
the art of party throwing, Van
is always there to help you
out.
I suppose credit can also be
given to the gross out stunts
and ridiculous characters that
overrun the campus, since
there were one or two that I
had not already seen in some
other movie. Van Wilder def
initely shows us a few cool
party ideas, and the ideal way
to accomplish them.
You may not see the point
to it, there may not even be a
point to it, but at least you can
laugh at the movie. Whether
that laughter is with or at the
movie, you bum those couple
of calories per chuckle either
way. So, unless you are used
to paying $7.50 for an inade
quate movie, I would wait un
til it comes out on video.

YOUR

800-2COUNCIL C0UfiCILTRA¥R.C0l/l

CAB0 SAN LUCAS $499
4 nights/air & land package

COSTA RICA $773
7 nights/air & land package
I)
i.

wttous wfice.All prices sre bas«

council^

travel -"20
SPRINGBREAK02

CSUS

6000 J STREET - SACRAMENTO
916-278-4224
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FROM THE BENCH from page 20

tesauMMLi
(April 18-27)

Thurs. 18
Fri. 19
Sat. 20
Tues. 23

Men's Baseball
Hawaii-Hilo
Hawaii-Hilo
Hawaii-Hilo (DH)
Bethany College

Mon.-Tues. 22-23

Men's Golf
Big West Conference Tournament El Dorado Hills, CA

7 p.m.
I p.m.
II a.m.
11 a.m.

Men's Tennis
Sun. 21
Thurs.-Sat. 25-27

at Big West Conference Championships (Ojai, CA)

1 p.m.
TBA

Sat. 20

Women's Tennis
at Fresno State

Noon

Thurs. 18
Sat. 20
Sun. 21

Softball
at Sacramento State
CAL STATE FULLERTON (DH)
CAL STATE FULLERTON

3 p.m.
12 p.m.
12 p.m.

at Fresno State

Intramural update
' SlMONSON

make some sacrifices. Many
of the games this year were
played on Sunday and
ie intramural basketball Thursday nights, some at 10
en got off to a rocky p.m. and others at 11 p.m.
. but finished in grand This might not sound de
• on Sunday April 7 in manding, but most intra
mos Center,
mural athletes know that
aying on an intramural time could have been spent
etball team is nowhere relaxing, partying or study
; being a varsity ath- ing.
)ut you still have to
In addition to being an in
: winners for each league:

' Writer

Men's AA
Men's A
Men's B
Men's C
Women's A
Women's B
Co-Rec A
Co-Rec B

tramural athh to, |i mv of
the players contrif
ti me as referees ahd Iff
keepers. This is a verv dec
manding job that requires
your full attention for the
hour that you work,
pus Recreation would likei
thank all of our referees an
scorekeepers for their:
work and dedication for
past three months.

Blue Streak
Sweet Lou and the Midnight Falcons
Old But Slow
Omega Phi Alpha
T
Kappa Alpha Theta
Baun Fitness Center
Kappa Psi
Physical Therapy

Congratulations to all teams!
'

rg Events:
f at Golftand in Stockton: Friday, April 26, at 7 p.m.
Tare due to the Intramural Office by 5 p.m., Wednesday, April 24.
* leagues:
games on Brookside Field from 2 p.m.-6 p.m. Sunday through Thursday
Main Gym from 6 p.m.-l1 p.m. also Sunday through Thursday.

to college and graduates in a
month. I wonder how he
manages to have a full-time
professional job, and attend
college at the same time?
Also, with him, was one of
the
Shark's
goalie's, Vesa
Toskalay.
He
too, was in his
twenties, and he
is actually from
Finland, which I
thought
was
ironic. Get it,
sharks.... fins....
OK, I crack my
self up.
Sitting at the table next to
us was one of the Shark's
coaches, who looked like he
was out to dinner with his
family.
It surprised me because
there I was, in the middle of
all of these professional ath
letes, and although I was
pleased to meet them, I was
not nearly as star struck as I

thought I would be if I met ^
celebrity personality.
I think it was because th.^
professional athletes I m^-jwere really down to earth*
They did not seem to flaunt:
the fact that they
played for th^
Sharks.
In fact, the only
way we knew they
were on the teair*
was because our
friend's mom had
met them before
and found out
who they were.
I have met oth
er professional athletes be
fore, but in a more "formal
environment." The San Fran
cisco Giants have what they
call "Fan Appreciation Day"
where fans can show up early
to a game and meet the play
ers the Giants players.
I have met J.T. Snow, Jeff
Kent and others who all
seemed nice.
But after meeting Jillson
and Toskalay, I realized how
down to earth and approach
able professional athletes re
ally can be if you just treat
them how you would treat
any other person you wanted
to get to know better.
Photos courtesy of:
www.sfgate.com/sports/sharks
www.usatoday.com

Applying to

Dental
School?
DAT classes start May 15.
University of the Pacific
3601 Pacific Avenue
Call 1-9CO-KAF'-TE3T or vis it kaptestjeon to enroll toda^l

1
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PROGRAM from page 19
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Men's Coif

Santa Cruz, Calif.- The Pacific
team finished ninth at the West
ern Intercollegiate Conference on
April 8 and 9. Junior Matt Hansen
(Atwater, Calif.) finished tied for
11th individually, shooting two
rounds of 71, and a final round
70. Senior Tom O'Stasik (San Ra
mon, Calif.) finished in 16th
place, also shooting a final round
70 to card a 214.
Pacific is next in action at the
Big West Conference Champi
onships in El Dorado Hills, Calif,
from April 22-23

Men's Tennis

O

Stockton, Calif.- The Pacific
men's tennis team fell to 11-7 on
the season with a 5-2 loss to Sacra
mento State on Tuesday, April 16.
Sacramento State clinched dou
bles action with win at the num
ber one and two positions. Junior
Maxime Lacroix (Auch, France)
and senior Neil Kadota (Honolulu,
Haw.) defeated Nick Sheehan and
Josh Price, 8-4, at the third spot.
In singles, only freshmen Niclas
Otte (Hannover, Germany) and
Fredrikjeppsson (Linkoping, Swe
den) were able to win their respec
tive matches for the Tigers. Otte
battled Fabio Jesus to a 6-3, 7-6(5)
win. Jeppsson overcame Sheehan

in three sets - 3-6, 6-3, 6-4.
The Tigers close out its regular
season action with a match-up at
Fresno State on Sunday, April 21,
at 1 p.m.

with 36 kills. Phil Small added 11
kills and hit .500 for the match.
Miles McGann tallied 12 digs.
Both USC and Pacific hit .338
for the night. The Trojans outdug
(43-38) and outblocked (9.5-9) the
Tigers.

Men's volleyball

Los Angeles, Calif.- The 14th
ranked Pacific Tigers men's volley
ball team fell to 10-18 overall and
8-14 in the Mountain Pacific
Sports Federation after losing its fi
nal regular season contest, 3-1, to
USC on Saturday, April 13. Game
scores were 27-30, 37-35, 28-30,
25-30. With the win, the Trojans
improved to 6-22 overall and 3-19
in conference action. The Tigers
needed the win in order to ad
vance to the MPSF playoffs, how
ever, with the loss CS Northridge
grabbed the eighth position.
Sophomore Sean Rodgers (Fres
no, Calif.) led Pacific with 20 kills.
Senior Dan Hoefer (Goleta, Calif.)
followed with 16 kills, while se
nior Aaron Wachtfogel (Redondo
Beach, Calif.) and junior Martin
Berntsen (Naustdal, Norway)
added 13 and 10 kills, respective
ly. Wachtfogel led the Tigers with
14 digs, with Berntsen adding 12
digs. Senior Tim Gerlach
(Monarch Beach, Calif.) tallied a
team-high four blocks.
Brook Billings led the Trojans

women's Tennis

Santa Clara, Calif.- The Pacific
women's tennis team lost 5-2 at
Santa Clara on Friday, April 12.
With the loss, Pacific falls to 7-9
overall, while Santa Clara im
proves to 12-8 overall.
Pacific senior Susanne Bertel
(Guentersleben, Germany) defeat
ed Christine Limbers and junior
Michi Bittner (Saratoga, Calif.) de
feated Ashley Campbell for Pacif
ic's only singles victories.
The Tigers are next in action in
their final home match of the sea
son, taking on USF on Tuesday,
April 16, at 3 p.m.

J

oped athletes well and will continue
to build the program that they have
already established a successful rep
utation for.
A program for the youth in Stock
ton has been created by the perfor
mance department to contribute to
the development of young athletes
in the community. Originally these
programs were started during the
summer time for kids 10 years old
and up, and now they have been
transferred to a year round program
due to the popular demand of the
community.
In addition to these summer
camps, the weights and condition
ing facilities are also used for the San
Francisco 49ers. With continual pro
jects and programs to work with, it
seems as though the athletic perfor
mance department is both deter
mined and extremely prestigious.
Another innovative product of
the department is the new interac
tive web page that the coaches and
athletes are able to communicate
with each other through. This will
allow the athletes to have a compre
hensive understanding of their
workouts and expectations. The per
formance program has been contin
ually improving since Smith's return
and with the acquisition of coach
Lamb; the athletic program is on the
edge of their seats waiting to see
what else this determined pair of
coaches will bring to the University.
The hard work that the athletes par
ticipate in is what makes them suc
cessful and Smith and Lamb are the
leaders to thank for making such a
well achieved athletic program
at Pacific.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
MAKE THE MOST
OF YOUR CREDITS.
Complete your undergraduate degree at Golden Gate University:
• Never worry about getting the classes you need
• finish quickly by taking classes in the evening, on weekends and online
• Learn from industry experts and apply skills even before you graduate
* Transfer scholarships available
Bachelor's Degrees in;
* Business Administration • Computer Information Systems

Classes begin in May, July and September.

SACRAMENTO • 916-648-1446
WWW.GGU.EDU • INFO@GGU.EDU

Name: Michael Fitzgerald
Year: Senior
Sport: Baseball
Fitzgerald scored two
runs Saturday against Cal
state Fullerton.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
Name: Cindy Ball
Year: senior
Sport: Softball
Ball pitched a no-hitter
and tied the school record
with 83 career wins.

|
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Softball cruises with a 12 game winning streak
BY AMY SIMONSON

game.
She continued to rack up
the records on Sunday as she
Pacific moved up a notch in tied the school record for ca
the nation last week, going reer wins with 83 after earning
from 18th to 17th in the Na the win on Sunday. Ball ties
tional Fast Pitch Coaches polls. Shelley Allmendinger-MaOur Tigers swept UC Riverside honey's 17-year-old record.
with two shutouts (10-0, 7-0) Ball, who struck out six,
and a 5-4 victory on Saturday walked five and gave up three
and Sunday. With these wins, hits, improving to 20-8 in the
Pacific improves to 33-12 and season.
13-1 in the Big West, while the
Continuing in the same
Highlanders fall to 10-34 and fashion was junior Barbara
1-11. The Tigers have won 12 Moody, who tied the Big West
games in a row.
Conference record for doubles
In the first game of the series in a season with her 23rd dou
on Saturday, April 13, senior ble this season against the
Cindy Ball set the school Highlanders on Sunday.
record for RBI in a single sea Moody ties Kim Rondina of
son with her 42nd and 43rd UNLV, who set the record in
runs-batted-in on a home run 1995.
in the first inning. Adding to
Previously that weekend,
this feat, she also pitched a no she had gone one for two for
hitter in the first game and set with a three RBI double in the
the school record for saves in a second game of Saturday's
season with five in the second double-header. Also doubling
Staff Writer

)

Sif

/•

on Sunday was Nicole Inouye,
who also earned a RBI for the
Tigers.
Also contributing to Pacif
ic's offense were Jennifer Harrell, who scored on a throw to
second from the UC Riverside
catcher Brandy Chavez and
Boni Kading with a double,
both on Sunday. Among the
hitters on Saturday was Estee
Okumura, who had a solo
home run to follow Ball's
homer in the first game.
Pacific travels to Sacra
mento State at 3 p.m. on
Thursday to make up a
rain out from March 23.
Next weekend, Pacific
faces UC Fullerton at noon
on Saturday in a doubleheader and in a single
game at noon on Sunday
at home. This important
series will determine the
first place position in the
Big West Conference.

Photo by Suzie Gaube

Tigers improve to 3312 and 13-1 in the Big
West.
Michelle Anunciation
(left) scored two runs,
with one hit at two at
bats.

GROVE from page 20
son who thought it was a
joke, not that I was kidding,
but that women playing foot
ball was a joke.
I kept showing up for prac
tice and in mid-December
coach Chic Bist told me I
would be getting my pads
and helmet the following
week. I was excited to put on
the pads and helmet and finally get to hit somebody!
My first live tackle was on a
drill called the 'bull in the
ring.' That is where one play
er stands in the middle of a
circle of her teammates, all
linemen, and the coach calls
out a preassigned number
and that player tackles the
one in the middle, one after
the other. I came from the
outside of the circle to tackle
a player nicknamed 'Might
Mouse,' AKA Cynthia Mills.
I ran at her with all I had
and somehow ended up flat
on my back. I stayed way too
high and she low, thus mak
ing it easier for her to knock
me down. I did not make
that mistake again and even
knocked the biggest defender
down.
I also want to point out
that our coaches do not treat
us like women, they treat us
like the football players we
are. We get yelled at and
curse words come our way
every practice, but ask any
one on the team and they

will tell you that is the way
we want it. No babying or
coddling. We are serious
about winning and so are the
coaches.
I was eventually placed at
right tackle on the offensive
line. My job is to protect the
quarterback and block for
ball carriers.
Even though I left each
practice tired and dirty, I had
a smile on my face because I
had fun! I got to know my
teammates, especially those
on the O-Line. I love those
girls on and off the field.
My first trip with the team
was to Seattle as part of the
Taxi squad. Up to that point,
we were undefeated 7-0-1.
The tie was against Seattle at
home in a mud bowl, over
time, scoreless game.
The game headed into dou
ble overtime and the Warbirds handed us our first loss.
Because of the learning curve,
remember that almost no
women have any football ex
perience, the rookies in my
class only played in the last
few games of the season.
My chance came in the
playofr game in Long Beach
against the California Quake.
The O-Line was telling me all
through out the game that
one girl was talking a lot of
trash, so when the coach put
me in I jokingly told them I
would take care of her. She

lined up just to the left of me
and on a fire pass, I knocked
her right on her back.
When I got back to the
bench the entire O-Line was
congratulating me. I was
their only rookie and they
knew how excited I was to get
to play. Our season came to
an end in Long Beach and it
was not without its problems,
but we came away with a di
vision championship and the
knowledge that we were the
hardest hitting team in our
conference. This was a fact
that every team we played
confirmed.
Before we secured our cur
rent practice field at Capitol
Christian High, we practiced
at a community center where
the lights were not always on.
Every player has other com
mitments, such as work and
family, aside from football, so
we hold our practices in the
evenings and games on the
weekends. Usually Saturday
afternoons and evenings.
I believe, given the right
opportunities and the right
people, from players to
coaches to owners, women's
football can survive. People
always ask us a lot of ques
tions and even ask for auto
graphs. I never thought in a
million years that someone
would ever ask for my auto
graph!
Training camp starts again

at the end of April for a short
exhibition season, and our
first game is on May 18.1 had
a great time last season and
even though it is hard work, I
will be back trying out again
in the fall.
Sometimes I still can't be
lieve that I play football and I
will be able to tell my grand
children that I was a profes
sional football player for the
Sacramento Sirens in their in
augural season! We are so
lucky to have great owners
and fans and while atten-

dance is less than we would
like, our fans are loyal and
outnumber those of any team
we have played.
Not only do the Sirens play
football, we also do work in
the community. We are hold
ing kids camps this summer
and regularly work with a
community center in Sacra
mento. We also have a PSA in
the works about spousal."
For more info, go online to
sacramentosirens.net or email at sirensfootball@
yahoo.com.

BASEBALL from page 20
weren't done yet. We still had a
few offensive fireworks left."
Pacific continued to fight
back in the bottom of the fifth
inning. Gilhooly started off the
rally with a double to lead off
the inning. With one out,
Gilhooly came around to score
on Stanford's RBI groundout to
make it 7-6.
With two outs Adam Alverson drew a walk and advanced
to third after Fitzgerald singled
and moved to second on the
throw. Sekiya delivered once
again with a single that
brought both runners home to
give the Tigers their first lead of
the game at 8-7.
"Our hitters did a good job
of staying patient and getting
us back into the game today,"

said Noble.
Ryan Jurvakainen came on
with one out and a man on
second in the ninth inning. Af
ter Jason Corapci singled to
make it first and third with one
out, Jurvakainen induced
Richie Burgos to hit into a
game ending double play to
pick up his fifth save of the sea
son.
Stanford picked up the win
to move to 6-1 on the season
going five and three innings
and giving up two earned runs.
Travis Ingle took the loss in re
lief to fall to 1-1 on the season
for Cal State Fullerton.
The Tigers went on to lose
the third game of the series 411, but proved that they could
hang with the nation's best.
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Softball assassin Cindy Ball silences sluggers' bats
earned run in 24 innings of
work. In the past week, Ball
Staff Writer
picked up three
wins and two saves
Softball is a game
in her five appear
' of
precision,
ances. Ball also
! strength and en
struck out 26 bat
durance.
Senior
ters,
including
pitcher, Cindy Ball,
eight against Santa
exemplifies all these
Clara on Wednes
qualities and contin
day.
uously leads her Cindy Ball
More
notably,
Ball
team to victory.
Big West teams have felt pitched a no-hitter against
the wrath of Ball's blazing UC Riverside on Saturday, a
fastballs, unpredictable feat which few have ac
change up's and untouch complished in their entire
careers. This distinction
able rise-balls.
For these reasons, Ball moves Ball into an elite
has been named Big West group of pitchers who have
Player of the Week on April truly made the college
8 and more recently the Big game highly competitive.
Unlike baseball pitchers,
West Pitcher of the week on
April 15.
Cindy could potentially be
Junior Alex Siegal said, called to pitch on any giv
"Ball is completely unstop en day. Four days of rest?
pable as a pitcher. She Yeah right. Rest is for base
would probably strike out ball pitchers, not Ball.
half of the baseball team.
She would pitch every
She's that good."
game if she could. More
In her tradition of excel than anything, she wants
lence, Ball did not allow an the 12 game winning streak
BY STEPHANIE SEGIEN

to carry well into the post
season.
With her three wins last
week, Ball moved into a tie
for the most career wins at
Pacific with 83. In addi
tion, Ball broke the school-

No one can argue that ath
letes perform nothing short of
miracles on their playing
grounds. Whether it is the
women's soccer team, or the
men's golf team, each athlete
presents their own display of
confidence and prestige when
they perform. Aside from the
skills that are taught by their
coaches, you might ask your
self, what makes these athletes
so phenomenal?
Any athlete would tell you
that a large portion of their
success is due to the work that
is done behind the scenes.
Gina Sadler, a field hockey
player for Pacific states "With
working out, we are able to in
crease our strength, en
durance and speed, and this is
what allows us to perform at
our highest ability in our
sport."
Each team values the time
in which they are able to real
ly push themselves physically
in order to become elite ath
letes.
The athletic weights and

conditioning program is lead
by Todd Smith and Maggie
Lamb, whom both work for
the athletic program at Pacif
ic. Smith returned to Pacific
last year, becoming head of
the strength and conditioning
athletic department.
Lamb, who previously
worked at SyracuseUniversity
in New York, joined Pacific
this year. Each coach is re
sponsible for a portion of the
teams on campus and they are
also responsible for getting
each team in proper physical
shape.
The athletic performance
program's philosophy is to in
crease athletes' self-confi
dence, decrease the chance of
injury, enhance performance
and to train each one for his
or her own individual needs.
Often working long, gruel
ing hours, each of these
coaches are extremely dedi
cated and passionate about
the athletes that are trained.
With the responsibility to
make the players ready for
their seasons, these coaches
have to make sure that they
are constantly pushing their

Cal State Fullerton at home
this weekend in a threegame conference series that
will determine first-place in
the Big West Conference.
Opposing hitters, beware
the wrath of Cindy Ball!

Photo by Suzie Gaube

Cindy Ball hit a three RBI double in the second game of Saturday's double-header.

The Performance Program
BY HEATHER KOTTMEIER
Staff Writer

single season record for
saves with five saves this
season.
Cindy Ball and the Tigers
travel to Sacramento State
at 3 p.m. on Thursday for a
makeup game before facing

athletes to their maximum
potential without over-train
ing them. The preparation of
endurance, strength and
speed that they create in each
athlete is vital to his or her
performance and they be
come a huge contribution to
each team's success.
Although you will often
find them yelling at athletes
to work harder, and push
themselves, the pair of coach
es are extremely respected and
admired by the athletes on
campus.
Senior David Bunts said
that Smith and Lamb are vital
attributes and "they make you
bust your butt even when you
think you are to tired to go
on." While the athletes are
working out intensely, the fo
cus of Smith and Lamb are to
positively motivate the teams
and to push them beyond
their comfort zones.
Athleticism is achieved by
many different integral parts
of development and perfor
mance preparation. The
strength and conditioning
coaches at Pacific have devel-

PROGRAM see page 17

Slim Snack
Pyramid Tortilla Recipe
Here is an easy to do snack.
For each person you will need:
1 8-inch tortilla
2 ounces thin sliced turkey or ham
2 tablespoons shredded cheese
1/4 cup shredded lettuce
1 tablespoon raisins
lowfat mayonnaise, cream cheese,
or margarine
Give each person a tortilla. Have them spread
with mayonnaise, margarine or cream cheese.
Then layer on the meat, cheese, lettuce and
raisins. Roll up and enjoy.
This snack could also be made using
a slice of bread or an English muffin.

urbanext.ujuc.edu/thriftyliving/tl-snacks.html

THE PAC1FICAN

Robin Grove: Professional football player

Recollection of her experiences on the field, in her own words
"I don't remember exact going to try out. I guess I
ly how I heard about the didn't want any added pres
Sirens, but in November of sure. The first tryouts were
last year, I wanted more in rained out so they were
formation so I
rescheduled dur
searched
the
ing one of the
web. I found
team
prac
the Sacramen
tices. There
to Sirens web
were ap
site and eproxi
mailed
the
contact person
for some infor
mation regard
ing the next season.
I figured I would get in
shape for the next season mateand even if I didn't make the ly
15
team, I still would have got women there to
ten into shape.
We
tryout.
I got a response the next started out with
day saying that the team was 20 and 40-yard dashes, then
having midseason tryouts a long jump and an agility
for injury replacements. I de course. We ran each twice.
cided 'why not?' How often
Being out of shape, these
does an opportunity like this really took a toll on my legs!
come along?
Afterwards we were told to
I didn't tell anyone aside join in the practice for what
from my parents that I was ever position we wanted to
li T

Professional
athletes in person
BY JESSICA LINDEVALD
Sports Editor

Hockey season is winding
down to the end of its final
days, but my interest in
hockey is just beginning to
spark.
A couple of my friends
and I went
down to San
Jose for din
ner this past
weekend.
One of my
friend's
moms
works at a
restaurant
Jessica
and was able
Lindevald
to hook all of us up with
free food.
Much to our surprise, this
restaurant seems to be a lo
cal hangout spot for some
professional hockey players.
San Jose is the home of
the hockey team, the San
Jose Sharks. That night,
they had just won their
game against the Los Ange
les Kings and were celebrat
ing. All of a sudden, one of
the hockey players, Jeff Jillson, introduced himself to
us.
We talked to him about
the game they had just won
and
about
how we
went to
school
at Pacif
ic, and
other "small talk."
I was shocked to find out
that he was the same age as
I am, 21, and was also going

FROM THE BENCH see page 16
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pursue. I went over to the
defensive line coach and
joined in their drills. Now, I
played Softball and volley
ball in high school and was
expecting something more
grueling than serving or
fielding
drills, but 1
was in no
way pre
pared for
football
drills.
I can't de
scribe the
drills but
let
me
just say
that I was
covered in
mud, unable to catch my
breath and barely able to
stand at the end of it. After
about 15 minutes of torture,
I decided to join the offen
sive line.
The women on the O-Line
are generally bigger and con

centrated on blocking. I felt
I fit in better with the O-Line
and that is where I stayed for
the remainder of practice. At
the end of it all, we did about
80 yards worth of lunges and
several sprints to 'warm
down.'
The next day it literally
hurt to move. Bending over
to pick something up was an
exercise in pain, but I re
turned two days later for the
next practice. Football, espe
cially that first day, is the
most physically demanding
thing I have ever attempted.
I had always regretted not
pursuing sports further and
here was my chance. Be
sides, I love defying conven
tion and a woman playing
football, real football, is pret
ty unconventional.
I started telling more peo
ple about what I was doing
and the response was very
positive, aside from one per-

GROVE see page 18

Tigers steal a game from CSU Fullerton
BY STEPHANIE SEGIEN
Assistant Sports Editor

The Pacific Tigers baseball
team did not back down from
the baseball national power
house, Cal State Fullerton.
While Fullerton grabbed the
first game of the three game
series, the Tigers fought back
from a 5-0 deficit to seal game
two, 8-7.
Senior Michael Fitzgerald
said, "This was a huge victory
against a team with the repu
tation of Fullerton. Now we
know that we can compete
with the nation's best."
The win over Cal State
Fullerton was the first for the
Tigers since April 3, 1999,
when Pacific defeated a then
No. 7 ranked Cal State Fullerton squad 4-3.
Unfortunately, the Titans
jumped on Tiger starter James
Stanford early for five un
earned runs in the first inning,
highlighted by a two-run
homer off the bat of David Fis

cher.
Head Coach Quincey No
ble said, "The last couple days
we have started out slowly,
but we continued to show we
are capable of battling back
and playing with any team
when we are executing in all
phases of the game."
Pacific started its climb
back into the game with one
run in the third inning off a
Tim Gilhooly. RBI groundout
to make it 5-1. In the fourth
inning, the Tigers got four
runs to tie the game at 5-5,
highlighted by RBI singles
from James
Stanford,
Nicholas Sekiya and Joel
Summers. Aaron Harper tied
the game at 5-5 with a sacri
fice fly.
Cal State Fullerton came
right back in the top of the
fifth inning with two runs to
go up 7-5.
Junior Adam Wallace said,
"Even though they were up 75, I knew that the Tigers

BASEBALL see page 18
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From Media Relations

UOP Tigers baseball players celebrate their huge victory.

